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SGA Alters The Governance Of TCAC President
In An'Attempt to "Legitimize" TCAC, SGA Passes Motion Establishing New Position
?
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BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Editor

During the past several
weeks, the Student Government
Association (SGA) and the Trinity College Activities Council
(TCAC) have been struggling to
define the relationship between
their respective organizations
while addressing issues of student governance. At the center
of the debate is whether the
election of the President of
TCAC should be opened up to
the student body in a campuswide election, or remain limited
to members of TCAC.
Prior to Reading Week, the
SGA approved a motion that
changed its constitution and
made the TCAC presidency a
position elected by the student
body. SGA President Bill
Mahoney '99 stated that the
motion stemmed from a desire
on the part of the SGA to make
TCAC legitimate to the Trinity
student body. He argued that
making the TCAC presidency
position elected by the student
body would bring it intoconfoi;mity with the other two
branches of the SGA, Finance
and Multicultural Affairs. Both
chairs of those committees are
elected in campus-wide elections and sit on the SGA general
board.
,
Mahoney also felt that having
the TCAC President sit on the
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The SGA deliberates the motion to alter the governing
structure of TCAC.
SGA general board would lead
to increased communication
between the two organizations.
He stated that this in turn
would lead to increased accountability on the part of
TCAC, not only to the SGA but
to the student body as well.
Mahoney noted that TCAC currently manages one-fourth of
the Student Activities Fund,
and stated, "As the SGA President, I am held accountable for
rny actions in a way that the
TCAC President isn't."
Kevin Thompson '99, VicePresident of Research for TCAC,
criticized the motion that was
passed, stating that the SGA

voted against the wishes of
TCAC without complete information
regarding
the
organization's ongoing attempts to restructure itself.
Thompson also strongly disagreed with Mahoney's assertion that TCAC needs to be
"legitimized" to the Trinity student body, declaring, "The President of TCAC is currently
elected by active members of
the organization, and membership is open to the student body.
The President of TCAC must
demonstrate two semesters'
worth of participation with the
council, and in that sense it is
already a very legitimate posi-

tion.
Thompson added, "Turnout
at TCAC events is a vote of confidence for our organization.
When you compare the attendance at our activities to turnout for SGA elections, it's clear
which organization students
have more confidence in,"
'" Fdlmftrig ihi oilgMil SGA
vote, TCAC prepared to enlist
the support of the student body
through a petition that argued
the SGA's actions were unfair
and heavy-handed. However,
such action was halted by the
SGA's offer to rescind all previously passed motions and start
see SGA on page eight

Conference Explores Liberal Arts Education
BY LINCOLN
HEINEMAN

News Writer

During Reading Week, Trinity College hosted a two-day
symposium on the "challenges
and responsibilities" facing liberal arts colleges at the dawn of
the new millennium. The various panels analyzing this topic
included students and faculty
from Trinity as well as other institutions of higher learning.
The two days of panel discussions were intended to address
the condition of the liberal arts
college today.
The first panel, entitled "The
Liberal Arts College: Anachronism or Paradigm?" examined
what the liberal arts college actually is. The symposium continued by examining the
relationship that liberal arts
colleges have with the classical
arts, the liberal sciences, and the
civic sphere.
The final panel discussion on
the first day, concerning the relationship; between the liberal
arts college and the outside
community, had particular
resonance at Trinity. This discussion, which included President Evan S. Dobelle as a
prominent speaker, presented
Trinity's neighborhood efforts

Dobelle
Addresses
The Issues

A panel of educators discusses "The Liberal
Arts: Anachronism or Paradigm?"

as an example of liberal arts in
the community. Dobelle spoke
about the specifics of the current revitalization project
which is being pursued by both
the college and the neighborhood.
Paul Goldberger, contributing editor to The New Yorker,
spoke about the importance of
the architecture of a college in
its relationship with the outside
community. He cited the example of Harvard Square,
which he claims acts as a bridge
between that college and its surrounding neighborhood. In
contrast, he asserted that Trinity has architecturally shut itself off from the outside

OFFICE OF PUBLIC
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community.andthatas a result,
the college has also become intellectually and socially shut
off from this community. Eugene Lang, founder of the Eugene Lang Foundation and
Trinity alum, spoke about the
fact that there is insufficient
egalitarianism in the field of
education, and that efforts
should be made to correct this
inequality.
Eli Noam, director of the Columbia Institute for Tele-Information at Columbia Business
School, spoke about the important role that telecommunications will play in the new world
of the liberal arts college.
Finally, Orlando Patterson,

professor of Sociology at
Harvard University, discussed
the liberal arts college in relation to its long history. He recommended that liberal arts
colleges become more involved
in cultivating the cultural competency of its students, instead
of simply focusing on the perfection of a student's technical
mastery.
The second day of lectures
included a student forum, as
well as a discussion of the roles
of demography and democracy
in the development of liberal
arts colleges. There was also a
discussion in which panel
members predicted the direction of the liberal arts college in
the new millennium. The symposium concluded with a "town
meeting" that was sparcely attended. This final "discussion,"
billed as a "round-up of reflecsee ARTS on page seven

The Trinity Tripod held its
semiannual interview with
President Evan Dobelle on Friday, March 5. During the interview, Dobelle discussed Trinity's
accomplishments and candidly
remarked on the college's future
challenges. Topics addressed
included advances in admissions, diversity on campus, and
even the Tripod's political cartoons.
Dobelle began with enthusiastic remarks about the state of
admissions for the coming academic year. "We have over 4,600
applications this year, as opposed to over 2,900 when 1 came
[in 1995], which is a nine-to-one
ratio, which is huge" Dobelle
stated. Referring to this increase in applications, headded
that Trinity is "up in admissions
four consecutive years," an unusual situation among comparable institutions.
Discussing the current applicant pool, Dobelle commented,
"I believe early admissions this
year showed a thirty percent
rise in SAT scores, although 1
think it would be eight to ten
points overall." Dobelle added
that there is "almost a one-hundred percent increase" in students naming Trinity as their
first-choice college. "We are becoming an alternative liberal
arts model," Dobelle explained,
and we are "no longer a backup"
to similar colleges.
The level of minority enrollment is currently maintained at
twenty percent for the past two
matriculated classes. However,
when asked if he considered the
Trinity campus to be diverse,
Dobelle responded with a curt
"No." Explaining his answer,
Dobelle distinguished diversity
and multiculturalism, stating,
"One is numbers, one is real."
Although Trinity has seen an
increase in minority enrollment, Dobelle reflected that the
community has yet to celebrate
multiculturalism with the necessary "grace and effortlessness"
that he hopes to achieve.
See DOBELLE on page six
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
On Race And Opinions At Trinity
To the Editor:

In a recent letter to The Tripod
Professor Kathleen Kete charged me
with making "allegations of racism
in the decision to replace Raymond
BUSINESS MANAGER
NEWS EDITORS
Baker." Professor Kete urges the TriRocio Herrera '99
Kristen Bums '02 Renay Smalkomb '00
pod to "ask Professor Euraque either
to provide evidence that his statements are accurate, or if he cannot,
BUDGET DIRECTOR
FEATURES EDITORS
to consider retracting them." This
Chad M. Bennett'00
Dan Berman '01 DevinPharr '00
request seems disingenuous because Professor Kete then goes on to
SUBSCRIPTIONS MANAGER
OPINION EDITORS
characterize Professor Euraque's
views as "fanciful"and as posing the
Andrew Pearl '02
James Griffith '99 Andrew Weiss'01
danger of diverting attention from
"recent, very real, racist incidents on
ONLINE EDITOR
SPORTS EDITORS
campus...." Clearly, she has made
John Akin '01 Owen Tripp '01
Colin Ruane '01 Stark Toumend '01
up her mind. We are colleagues in
the History Department, and it is
unfortunate that she did not speak
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
ARTS EDITORS
to me directly about these matters
Beth Cilligan '01 Virginia Lacefield '00
Katherine Kimber '02
before. Rather than respond to her
request, I would like to challenge
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITORS
the premises behind it.
Katie Bryant'01 Andrew Shepard '01
First, I made no claim that senior
faculty members made racist stateSENIOR EDITORS: Ernesto C. Anguilla '99, Julianna Bogdanski '99, Jason Gabriele '99, Lisa ments of any kind to President
Dobelle. My remarks in The Tripod
Harrison '99, Katie Kurz '99
expressed
my opinion about some
COPY EDITORS: Bran Price '99, Terry Rifkin '99, Justin Smith '99
of the motivation behind criticisms
expressed to President Dobelle concerning Raymond Baker's performance as Dean of the Faculty. (This
is America and I do have the right

Squash: A Lesson In Diversity

On Sunday, February 28th the Trinity College Men's Squash Team became
the first Trinity sports team to win a National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) title. Defeating last year's national champion Harvard 8-1, the team
completed an extraordinary year, losing only four individual matches throughout the entire season. Trinity is now one of only two non-Ivy League American
colleges to win the men's squash NCAA championship since its establishment
inl956.
Even more impressive than their record on the court was the team's ability to
serve as an example ot what Trinity might one day becoirve; Throughout President Dobelle's tenure at Trinity there has been a concerted effort to make our
campus more diverse. Though this effort has met with, at best, limited success,
squash coach Paul Assiante has been able to succeed where others have failed.
This year's team was led by two-time National Singles champion Marcus
Cowie '00, a native of the United Kingdom. He is one of the nine players Who
competed against Harvard on Sunday, six of which, including Cowie, are from
foreign countries; Akhil Behl '02 India, Lefika Ragontse '02 Botswana, Rohan
Bhappu '02 Singapore, Rohan Juneja '02 India, and Lourens Cbetzee '01 South
Africa. Despite the diversity of cultural backgrounds, Assiante has successfully molded these talented individuals together into a cohesive unit. Thisachievement is a reflection of Assiante's leadership abilities and his dedication
:

to Trinity.

• / •'': •

Not to be overlooked are the team members', own abilities to adjust and transcend cultural boundaries. The recent incident in; which two Asian students
were verbally harassed by members of.the Trinity- community demonstrates
the lack of acceptance that continues to exist at Trinity. As such, the squash
team members' cooperation serves as a much needed model for the rest of the
community.;
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The future of Trinity's squash team looks bright, with all but two of the top
nine players returning next year and a number of talented players waiting in
the wings for their chance to help capture another championship title. We, as a
community, should attempt to emulate what our Champions have accomplished, bringing their diversity, tolerance, and dedication into the classroom,
theater, and residence halls. We would like to extend our congratulations to
the Squash team not only for winning a championship but also for the precedent they have set in overcoming cultural barriers.
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worked for many years in predominantly white colleges and universities is likely to have had many,
many experiences that are quite different from those of his or her white
peers.
Among those is the experience of
seeing white persons who occupy
positions of power and authority
and who use those positions in substantive ways on behalf of minority folks then subjected to a great
deal of virulent or veiled criticism,
criticism which often results in
their being forced from those positions of power and authority, or at
least being marginalized. Such experiences make one suspect, and I
believe I am not alone in believing
this, that many criticisms uttered
against Raymond Baker were not
completely unconnected to his efforts of encouraging "uppity,
younger, minority faculty" into positions of influence.
Institutions like Trinity College
were designed for the purpose of,
among others, valorizing white experiences and perspectives while
also keeping out the experiences
and perspectives of non-white
people-and, indeed, for decades of
white women too. Institutions like
Trinity have a history of carrying
out this purpose quite effectively.

Institutions like Trinity College were
designed for the purpose of, among others,
valorizing white experiences and
perspectives.
to my opinion.) Ialleged that resentment that "uppity, younger, minority faculty were in places that they
had never been before" was likelyto
be among the motives behind criticisms of former Dean Baker by some
senior me'mbers of the faculty.
Nothing I said amounts to claiming
that the President acted on "the racist urgings of senior faculty."
At any rate, Prof. Kete and I are
historians, and I sense that she
might concur that a history will
some day be written about these
matters, and that my opinion will
be one among other forms of evidence employed for that study, and
the many factors that produced the
Dean's downfall.
Nonetheless, to fully comprehend my main point, one must do
something that few .white people
seem to be wilting to do and which
Professor Kete apparently did not
do in reflecting on my opinion. One
must stop assuming that the experiences of the white majority in U.S.
society and at Trinity College are
equally shared by the non-white
minority. A minority person who
has lived for many years in a soci-'
ety permeated by white racism and
privilege beneficial to the white
majority and who has studied and

Despite a long, long struggle to alter this purpose, the structures and
patterns established during this history r e i ^ t e t t o e » ^ ^ i # f^i 8i^ ^ l *
ty
unconsciously, in a variety of ways
in the appeals to traditions, "the
ways things have always been
done," and resistance to change.
A truly diverse Trinity College
cannot be the old Trinity College
with a few more brown faces in promotional publications. Diversity requires a radical departure from its
own history. This departure has
now been postponed and my comments reflect that assessment, an
assessment based on my experiences here and elsewhere.of a pro1
cess which led to this
postponement. Failure even to notice that the experiences of minority folks are often quite different
from those of white folks can engender the kinds of questions posed by
Prof. Kete. 1 and many others here
nonetheless welcome Prof. Kete's
deep: concern for struggles against
recent very real, racist incidents at
Trinity.
Sincerely,
Dario A. Euraque
Director of International Studies
Program

Stupid Stuff That Happened
With spring comes rebirth, renewal, and a whole set of stupid
things to tell you about, that, of course, you missed. While you
were in a drunken and stoned haze over Reading Week, meaningless events and changes happened that you probably don't
care about anyway, so just relax.
,

New Bag Policy

We suppose it's better than
Campus Safety watching you
buy your food.

IDP Commercial

Did we use the same advertising agency as Bob's Furniture?
"Trinity IDP: Come on Down!"

175th Anniversary Leeture Series
.

Was it 175 years of Trinity's
existence or 175 years to finish
the series?

SGA's Attempted Usurpation Of TCAC

Mr. Mahoney, you just can't get
rid of people the way President Dobelle can.
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SCA Tries To Outgrow Britches
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A ttempt To Reign In TCAC Is SGAs Latest Salvo Against Freedom
constitution of TCAC. I person- inclusive organizations on camally disagree with this ability pus, TCAC, meriting student
Opinion Writer
for SGA to "hand down" deci- reaction.
sions concerning other organiIn an ideal world, students
On Monday, March 8,1999 the zations under the auspices of could put a stop to this type of
SGA voted in favor of a motion being in the best interest of the politics at Trinity by signing
to hold a student-wide election college, unless it pertains to is- this petition to prevent SGA
for an acting liaison from TCAC sues of discrimination or un- from ever imposing their judgeto SGA. With the passing of this ethical practice.
ments upon any organizations
motion the precedent has been
Suppose SGA decided that within the Trinity Community,
set by the Student Government there would be a student-wide no matter how small or large,
Association to modify organiza- poll concerning The Tripod's unless explicit permission was
tions within the Trinity College
community without their supWithout communicating [the] decision [to
port. Hailed as a landmark collaborative effort between TCAC
better TCAC] two members of TCAC, SGA
and SGA it was really just a wavoted to change the TCAC constitution.
tered down justification for a
month spent of wasted time.
BY KEVIN THOMSON

On February 1, SGA's next
"project" or "concern" became
that of the betterment of TCAC.
Without communicating this
decision to members of TCAC,
SGA voted to change the TCAC
constitution to involve a student-wide election in the process of electing the President of
TCAC. The simple fact that
SGA did not invite any members of TCAC to this meeting
was shady in and of itself. Furthering this shadiness was the
fact that when these issues concerning TCAC were discussed,
no members of SGA questioned
the fact that representatives or
opinion from TCAC was not
present or solicited for this discussion.
The fact is that SGA has every right to repeat this action
with any organization that has
a constitution on record and I
doubt that this will be the last
time that they choose to do so.
Under a clause where SGA has
the power to approve other organizational constitutions apparently falls the power to
amend their constitutions as
well. If this were not true the
motion passed this Monday
would not have amended the

value to the student body. The
results from this poll would address whether or not it was a
worthwhile publication to support financially using monies
from the Student Activities
Fund. Would this be considered
censorship perhaps? I am sure
that there may be a few more
Mahoney and Dobelle puppet
cartoons to rile up President
Mahoney in reaction but I don't
think that a decision like that
would fly. My question to you as
a reader is why, if that possibility seems absurd, was there a
motion passed concerning
TCAC this past Monday?
My initial reaction to this
whole process was to organize
a massive student-wide petition
to show that my fellow students
agreed with me that this aggressive act by SGA will not be tolerated. I felt that .this petition
would be merited to show that
while the senators within the
body of SGA were elected by the
student body, in this case they
were not acting on behalf of
these same students. Through
such an unjust procedure the
SGA had exhibited a case of extreme injustice against one of
the most mainstream and all-

given by a majority of that
organization's membership.
The problem was that the logistics of a student wide petition
were a little overwhelming to
the board of TCAC. Rather
than disapproving of this lack
of follow-through, I applaud
this board of TCAC who in the
midst of attack from SGA was
able to hammer out a "compromise" that would satisfy SGA
enough fo allow them to get
back to programming events for
the campus instead of fighting
this injustice head-on. I am very
pessimistic that this "compromise", decided upon under the
duress of an SGA ultimatum,
will not lend and has not lent
any legitimacy toeither organization.
As students we all appear
quick to point the finger, at the
administration for all of the
meetings that they hold behind
closed doors and how the policies they dole out do not take the
student voice into account. I feel
that this instance of treatment
of TCAC by SGA exhibits a case
in point that the last body of
students 1 feel accurately represent the student voice at Trinity
College is that of SGA.

PEACE THROUGH SUPERIOR FIRE POWER,

Political Correctness
And The Jews
BY RONALD C. KIENER

Associate Professor of Religion
Throughout the 1980s, the two-letter abbreviation "PC" was synonymous with a revolution emanating out of the garage of Steven Jobs and
Bob Wozniak, and their plaything the Apple II personal computer.
By the end of the decade, "PC"—now p.c. — represented a second revolution, this time emanating out of the humanities departments of many
prestigious American universities. Some of the young student radicals
of the 1960s and 70s had gotten doctorates and been granted tenure, and
began to rule over college campuses with a vengeance. Thus arose political "correctness," p.c. for short, a crystallization of some of the more
comical political trends that have dominated American college atmospherics for nearly a quarter of a century.
While political correctness is no longer the rage at the end of the 90s,
ts legacy remains unchallenged. When an English professor teaches
Shakespeare, when a philosopher teaches Socrates, when a political scientist teaches Jefferson, they are not simply teaching the accepted "classics" of learned culture. They are foisting a politically incorrect
world-view on their hapless students. They are teaching the official
canon of DWEMs (dead, white, European males) and thereby preservng a racist, sexist, and homophobic viewpoint.
In the world of p.c, all the evils of Western society can be located in
the patriarchal, racist, and homophobic traditionsof the pWEMs. And
to continue to teach such morally bankrupt philosophies simply promotes the same myopic worldview that rendered Western society into
the disaster it had become. Drawing inspiration from the explosion of
ethnic studies, women's studies, and third-world studies programs, the
purveyors of p.c. put forward an alternate curriculum where Marxists,
feminist writers, and non-Eurocentric authors were given equal footing
with the DWEMs. And the old canon of Shakespeare,Plato, and Jefferson
was carefully scrutinized and deconstructed to uncover the political content of its morally bankrupt ways.
This revolution might have been a good thing for the Jews. No doubt,
the purveyors of the p.c. philosophy can count liberal Jewish academics
among their strongest supporters. Arguably, in this genocidal century
no people has been more victimized by the evils of modern Western society than the Jews, The Jews can therefore bear witness to the sins of
the DWEMs.
On the college campus, the trend towards estahlishingjewjsh studies
was undoubtedly a by-product of the call for ethnic studies programs,
which p.c. so!happily embraced. If multiculturalism affirms the worth
of every minority, wouldn't this benefit the Jews?
As Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz correctly observes, support of Israel, in whatever form, is politically incorrect. For it is politically correct to embrace third-world aspirations, and in this equation it
Is widely accepted as fact that Zionism represents European colonialism and Palestinian nationalism represents the voice of third-world independence.
A typical college vignette, one that I will never forget: on the evening
if January 17th, 1991,1 sat before 300 undergraduates in the Washington Room, serving on a panel devoted to exploring the newly launched
Persian Gulf War. Of the four faculty members on the panel, I was the
only one with professional credentials in Middle Eastern studies. But in
the new world of p.c, expertise constitutes nothing more than the willingness to parrot the party line. To my left sat an expert of European
politics, a cultural anthropologist who specialized in Central America,
and a historian of African-American culture. As if on cue, they each
made their opening statements in condemnation of the American-sponsored war. From the floor of the Washington Room, a campus student
radical accused Israel of treating the Palestinians to a fate worse than
Saddam Hussein had subjected the Kuwaitis. As 1 was trying to reply to
this accusation, a student rushed into the auditorium with a note, and
delivered it to the political scientist. Tel Aviv, she then announced to the
audience, had just been hit by Scuds. As I rushed out of the auditorium
to find a television, a small group of students at the back of the hall
slapped hands and cheered at the news.
Then there is the matter of race. On many campuses there are free
speech regulations specifically designed to remediate students, faculty,
and administrators, who venture an opinion deemed to be racist, sexist,
or homophobic. On some campuses, students monitor classroom lectures and textbooks, seeking out hidden agendas and subterranean racn.
This phenomenon might too have been a good thing for the Jews. After all, if young college students can be molded through these regulations into non-racist, non-sexist, non-elitist ideal citizens, wouldn't
anti-Semitism also be eradicated? However, in the battle for ethnic diversity on the American college campus, people of col or (African Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, Hispanic Americans)
are deemed the victims of the Western canon, but the Jews are not. The
Jews are perversely shunted in with the very dead, white European males
who have brought such evils onto society. Did not the Jews give us the
"Old Testament," the very epitome of sexism, homophobia, and elitism?
Aren't Jews today the proverbial American success story, profiting from
the benefits of our racist society? Aren't the Jews overly represented in
thefaculties and student bodies of America's finest schools?
The result is the following ironic situation: on the p.c. campus, it is
perfectly acceptable for a disciple of Louis Farrakhan to refer to New
York City and Columbia University as "Jew York City" and "Columbia
Jewniversity." Such a person is simply attacking the racist powers-thatbe. It is politically correct to rail against the patriarchal Judeo-Christian culture that has brought such misery down upon the oppressed. It
is acceptable to include in affirmative action policies for hiring and recruiting everyone but the Jews.
The purveyors of political correctness are trying to micro-manage a
generation of students into becoming inoffensive humanitarians. Lost
in-the debate over political correctness is one simple fact: political correctness is intellectual anti-Semitism. For the second time this century,
the college campus has become a platform for condoned anti-Semitism.
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Reading Week: Should It Stay Or Should It Go?
Amend It, Don't End It Call it Reading "Bleak"
By ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Editor

In about a week the Trustees will meet
to consider the fate of the ever controversial Reading "Week. This meeting may
turn out to be a pivotal moment in the
history of Trinity College because the
issue of Reading Week is central to the
movement to raise the academic "bar."
There have been an outcry of voices call"
ing to abolish Reading Week because an
extra two weeks of break is not what a

signments should be optional and due
near or at the end of the week. Furthermore, the extra work of Reading Week
should not be the typical kind that is
given out during the normal schedule.
Projects should aim to expand the subject area using non-traditional methods.
The nature of these projects should be
left up to the discretion of the professors.
Moreover, they should be designed to be
done either at home or at Trinity.
Classes could also take advantage of
this time by taking trips to places of relevance to the subject. Students can get

Reading Week already has shown its potential, it is
time that we helped it to reach its full effectiveness.
college ranked in the twenty-five should
do if wants to remain in the pursuit of
academic excellence. The only problem
is that these peoplehave missed the boat.
Reading Week does have a place here,
and has the potential to be an integral
part of academic excellence.
Currently, Reading Week holds a kernel of what can be made into a time that
can bolster the excellence that Trinity is
seeking. Already, some of the possibilities that Reading Week holds are being
realized. For example, professors have
recently been assigning more work due
during and after Reading Week. If one
has a paper to do, a test to study for, or a
class to attend, one will not waste away
the entire week. In fact, Reading Week is
being utilized by professors that assign
projects and labs that can only be done
over Reading Week. TYvese projects are
prevalent in math and the natural sciences. It is widely acknowledged that
certain types of math assignments, because of their length and depth, can not
be completed with the effectiveness that
is intended without the extra time that
reading week provides. In addition, liberal arts classes are also taking advantage of the time provided by reading
week. These extra papers, labs, and math
projects can only do one thing, and that

is to raise the proverbial academic "bar."
While Reading Week already has
shown its potential, it is time that we
helped it to reach its full effectiveness.
First, the fundamental purpose of Reading Week must be changed from a time
to study for upcoming exams or a break
into a time to further explore academics
at a leisurely pace. There is nothing
wrong with taking a little break for the
normal schedule of classes, however, it
must be focused.
What has already been done by the
math and many of the natural science
departments can be used as a model for
the rest of the school. The simple projects
that are now currently assigned can be
taken one step further. Don't worry, I'm
not talking about doing all that much
more work, or even not allowing for
people to leave campus. What should be
done, is to have the institution of a program that provides some structure, but
remains flexible. For example, the as-

off campus and go to exciting and interesting places, thus fulfilling the need to
leave campus. For example, an American history class could take a trip to the
Freedom Trail in Boston or an art history
could take a trip to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York without interfering with the normal routine of
class.
Moreover, Reading Week is also a
prime-time to hold seminars and lecture
series, such as "Concepts of Race" that
was held in the fall, and the series on a
liberal arts college held recently. In the
future, this concept could be taken even
further. Entire classes could make presentations for the community, or high
profile speakers, the ones people would
stay on campus to listen to, could come
to campus.
Furthermore, mini-seminars which
might offer a one or two day intense
study of certain subject can be held,
much like a few that already exist. Along
with the academic pursuits, Reading
Week can retain some of its more relaxing elements.
There is nothing wrong with using
Reading Week as a mini-break. Although work and studying should be
done during this time, it was originally
meant to be a break from the normal
schedule. Besides, if Reading Week is
abolished, according to some members
of the faculty, we will still have about two
weeks of free time, but at a different place
in the schedule. Why not keep them in
same time that are now? Those two
weeks break up the time between winter and spring break nicely.
One might point out the so called
"Reading Days," such as the two days one
gets before final exams, are more effective that an entire week, but that could
not be farther from the truth. Over these
two days, which are usually a weekend,
even less work get done than over a
weekend, much less Reading Week.
Only having two days set aside for such
intense work is not enough. Only 48
hours to study for four or five exams simply will not be ample. These days often
leave a student overwhelmed and underprepared. The current length Reading
Week currently fits its purpose and
leaves room for more improvement.
Just because Reading Week is not living up to its potential does not mean that
it should be done away with. To cut such
a week out, or move it to another place
in the schedule, would only be a cosmetic cure to a much larger problem, The
real issue is how to reconcile the mission
of a top tier liberal arts college with
Reading Week. The only answer that I
can see is that Reading Week should be
made more productive.
It would not make any sense to simply lop it off the schedule when it could
be used as treasure trove of opportunity.
It can be made to be extremely productive, and even help raise that bar that
everybody is always talking about.
Reading Week: amend it, don't end it!

B Y GEOFFREY STEVENS

Opinion Writer

I'm not quite sure what I had in mind
when I stopped off at the automatic
teller machine in Mather on the Friday
preceding Reading Week. Perhaps my
childhood obsession with Monopoly had
instilled in me the hope of a bank error
in my favor of 200 dollars. Even though
a definite feeling of dread was coming
over me, I had to satisfy my curiosity, and
I did feel a need to be completely certain
of my financial predicament. Humbly, I
requested a balance statement, nothing
else. Vainly attempting to appear as if I
had some important engagement to attend, I quickly walked away from the
cursed machine with only a receipt,

schools in many other respects, it is certainly not a haven for those who view
recreational studying as a viable alternative to binge drinking. The fact of the
matter is that the average student at Trinity does not engage in any academic
work which is not immediately pressing.
For me, this point is made more and
more obvious after each Monday morning, when students stumble, hung over
and weary eyed, past piles of broken
bottles and crushed beer cans, stopping
only to play soccer with the occasional
spent party ball. If nothing else, the students here seem to have a firm grasp on
the concept of a division between time
allotted to studying and time allotted to
intoxication. I feel that it is ludicrous for
the administration to entertain ideas
that the students here would somehow

realize the virtues of ^voluntary study
when faced with, in effect, 4 weekends
in a row right before midterms.
In a time when sanwpb admioists^r
tive attention is being given to the future
of Reading Week, I find it hard to believe
that nobody has stopped to consider
how ludicrous the concept is. The fact
of the matter is that the thoughts of how
stressful your midterms are quickly fade
when faced with a week of vacation and,
while it might be very effective at replacing feelings of stress with those of boredom, in terms of actually getting work
done, Reading Week works like an '83
Yugo. The solution lies in getting to the
root of Reading Week's problems...its
length.
A week is far too long a period of unstructured time for a student to devote
to work. For me, at least, soon as Monday came without classes, I was on vacation. Even if I entertained notions of
getting around to the mounds of work
sometime before the absolute latest time
possible, by the time it hit me that 1 had
a full week in which to do all of these
things, work was the farthest thing from
my mind. In order to retain a scholastic
atmosphere throughout the break, I
think it would be far better an idea to
simply designate reading days throughout the semester, each one preceding a set
exam date. This way, there would be no
difficulty in getting the message across
to students that this time should be used
to work, because the prospect of obligatory work would never be far away. It
would be impossible to use the time to
escape Trinity campus, especially if
these days were separated from the
weekend. Under this system, there
would be no mass exodus from campus,
as each student would be faced with the
immediate reality of a midterm the next
day. And, though I realize the scheduling headaches that this would cause for
After staying up all night finishing my the administration and faculty, I see this
work, something occurred to me that as the only sensible outcome for the emshould have occurred to the administra- battled Reading Week. Short of mandation long, long ago concerning the stu- tory attendance which would only serve
dent body. It seems to me that, after the to create an embittered student body,
much hated number 5 party school and an extended vacation which would
ranking, it would have occurred to the only serve to lessen the level of academic
administration that perhaps this is not rigor at this institution, I see this as the
the academic Arcadia that it is intended only way to effectively designate a week
to be. And, while I do recognize that of free study time within the semester.
Trinity may be set apart from other

viewing the financially prudent students behind me with a contempt not
felt since 1 was the last child in my neighborhood to get cable: You see, unlike my
fellow students whose bank accounts
have broken the single digit milestone,
the only thing of worth which I possessed was my Trinity ID and numerous
Cinestudio passes, both forms of currency which are, as 1 have found, completely worthless when not 'neath the
stately elms. As I stepped out into the
cold, damp afternoon, it finally occurred
to me: I was here for the duration. I would
be forced to live out the true intention of
Reading Week, trapped in a hell that
even Dante missed. Still in a severe state
of denial, I quickly walked back tojarvis
to regroup, and to search my room for
any secret floor safes left by a previous
inhabitant.
Back in my room, while checking my
e-mail and looking to the week ahead of
me, I realized that it might be worth my
while to actually read the cascade of
campus bulk messages in my In box.
The severity of the situation hit me
when, suddenly, I was considering the
migrations panel as an intriguing outlet
for a student possessing my academic
thirst for something new and exciting.
My world spinning wildly out of control,
I decided to consider the only, other option left open to me: I could use Reading
Week to do work. Yes, yes I could. I would
arise each morning after a refreshing
night's sleep, and walk straight to the library for1 a day of relaxed studying....
Needless to say, I did less in that week
than I previously thought imaginable,
each eventless day melting into the next
until Sunday night came, and 1 was faced
with the prospect of doing work which
should have been done sometime during
the past week if only I had been blessed
with some free time.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
A Modest Proposed For Diversity
To the Editor:

\

we have Cheech Marin (Latino),
Tommy Chong (Asian-American),
and the MacKenzie brothers (Canadian), not to mention Don King and
Roseanne.
4. Economic development—it is
all well and good that there should
be a health-food restaurant
(Timothy's) near to the College,
which is patronized regularly by
those associated with the College. A
critical mass of rednecks on campus
could very well lead to the establishment of a pig-pickin' joint nearby,
perhaps as part of the Learning Corridor. Such an eatery (whose sign
might very well read "EATS", so that
rednecks would know that they are
welcome) would be an alternative
to Timothy's, and could serve a variety of redneck foods: fried okra,
chicken-fried
steak,
fried
hushpuppies, fried chicken, flaked
barbecue, french fries, etc. The used
lard from cooking could then be recycled at Bordonaro's, making the
entire enterprise self-supporting
ecologically.

We note with excitement and approbation the College's recent activities to revitalize its curriculum.
In particular, we believe that the
current globalization initiatives, together with the emphasis on Trinity as "the college in a city" have
great potential for making Trinity
even more distinguished.
However, we also believe that,
even with these initiatives, the college is not taking advantage of certain areas in which it could further
stand out from the crowd. To this
end, we propose instituting a Program in Redneck Studies. Notional
ideas for courses in this program follow; however, we first give a rationale for why such a program would
both be timely and valuable.
1. Uniqueness—to the best of our
knowledge, no other liberal arts college in the Northeast has such a program. Indeed, such programs are
rare nationwide. Trinity has the
chance to be a leader in the field. It
would provide a counterpoint to
5. Costs—We estimate the proour emphases on globalization and gram could be generated with only
the city, while paying for renewed 2 tenure-track FTE. Of course, as it
and justified attention to a part of became more popular, FTE cost
the country and its population might rise, but this added expense
which are often looked at askance could be mitigated as other departin the Northeast. Other colleges, ments and disciplines come to realthe
interdisciplinary
even Trinity, have programs in (for ize
example) Irish studies (Notre opportunities inherent in Redneck
Dame), Finnish Studies (Suomi Col- Studies. While we envision this belege), Norwegian Studies (St. Olaf ing first a program in which stuCollege), African-American Studies dents could have a concentration,
(many), Latino/Chicano Studies we also envision sufficient growth
(fewer, but still there), Asian Stud- and demand for the courses to evenies (many), etc. Prima facie, this tually justify a department with its
would be a cutting-edge program, own major.
especially within our region and
A viable program would incur
some costs in addition to those netype of institution.
2. Interdisciplinarity—practi- cessitated by the FTE, and in all
cally every course in the notional i -honesty these must be noted up.
curriculum impinges on atlea,st front. First, there is the cost of field
two previously-established areas of trips. Graceland, the Ryman Audiinquiry. And, in the best traditions torium, Twitty City, and Dolly wood
of
postmodernism
and are of course absolute musts. (Natudeconstruction, and of all those ar- rally, we could hit Gatlinburg on the
eas of inquiry whose name ends in way to the last.) These could be
"Studies", many course titles are in done while the program is still in
the format (/title) (/colon! (/sub- the formative stages. Later, we
title). This format guarantees that would need to add Branson, Gator
a course is in keeping with current World, and Stuckey's.

academic trends.
3. Diversity—at Trinity, rednecks
are a seriously underrepresented
group. This is especially the case
when it is considered that 20% or
more of the population nationally
is demonstrably redneck.. Indeed,
rednecks are distributed all over the
nation—they are in Maine as well as
Mississippi, Ohio as well as Oklahoma. While Trinity does have a
fair proportion of yahoos, among
students and faculty'both, thus
should not be confused with
redneckness. A program in
Redneck Studies would provide an
attraction for such folk, and, eventually, with serious recruiting, we
would develop a critical mass of
rednecks on this campus. Moreover,
the quality of redneckness is not restricted to white males—rednecks
come in all shapes, sizes, and genders. (Two sizes especially: the little
sallow scrawny ones with' stringy
hair, and the big beefy ones with
bellies and buzz cuts.) And there is
clearly no limitation on the ethnic
diversity of rednecks—for example,

Next, there is the cost of space. A
program of study which is related
to a specific ethnic group should
have a location where individuals of
that persuasion can feel comfortable. Therefore, we need a Redneck
Center. However, such a Center
need not be terribly expensive.
Most rednecks will be content with
cinderblock walls and a corrugated
tin roof. Plumbing will not be necessary, since rednecks feel most at
ease, while taking their ease, if they
use a little brown shack out back.
And furnishings need not be expensive, either: a scattering of sprung
auto bench seats for sitting, a few
spitoons, and a wringer washer so
that the beer can be kept in the tub
would probably do the job. The
main expense might come from
funding the purchase of a deep fat
fryer and a Seeburg jukebox.
Finally, there is the inaugural
event. Traditionally, when a program or major is inaugurated here,
there is a kickoff celebration. The
Program in Redneck Studies needs
such a kickoff; and in this case, we
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Needed: Revitalization Plan For Campus

Welcome To 300
Broad Street

could call it a Shitkickin'-of f. Again,
it could probably be staged at for
minimal cost:Jax, Pearl, Dixie, and
been a culture shock."
Hopngator Beer, 'puppies, and a seBY JEFF GINSBERG
Kisha, who says she most
rious pig-pickin'. Music could be
Opinion Writer
likely will major in Psychology,
provided by washboards, harmoniadmits to initially picking one
cas, and washtub basses. Alternatively, we could try for Kinky
Last night the lights were of her classes based on the fact
Friedman and the Texas Jewboys.
turned off on the Broad Street that the Professor was black, an
The time is ripe. Let us not miss side of Trinity College Island.
approch she learned from other
this opportunity to create and deThe lights above the tall, black students. "1 feel like 1 need
velop a course of study which
black wall guarding the East more of a support system, and
would be a leader of its kind.
border of our campus - the wall that this system is more likely
Notional ideas of courses:
in front of the Trinity College to come from black professors."
Boys & Girls club and our future
Ask nearly any minority stuLinguistics/philology—
Hah! Hi yew?: Redneck for
speakers of other languages. An indepth discussion of the redneck
While Trinity tries to help improve the
idiom, including proper placement
neighborhood,
it has continued to fail to
of accents (e.g. in'surance, po'lice,
Mon'roe); techniques for vowel elonget its own house in order for Trinity
gation (including how to stretch the
College minority students.
word "fool" into three syllables);
catch phrases (e.g. "His elevator
don't go all the way to the top");
practicum in accent distinction "learning corridor" was as dark dent or faculty on this campus.
(Tennessee twang from Mississippi and foreboding as usual. There In fact, ask nearly any white facdrawl from Arkansas honk from is no crosswalk or stoplight that ulty member, as well, and they
Louisiana cajun); the theoretical signals and welcomes someone will tell you - Trinity has an inand practical relationship of toward Trinity - especially for a tense lack of minority faculty,
Redneck and Ebonics.
new 11-year old client of the administrators, and students.
Boys &r Girls Club who just Trinity has a long, hard way to
wanted to finally get a closer go before it becomes the "diverse
look at the big buildings and community" that we are suparches up on the hill.
posedly becoming.
Even if they made it across,
President Dobelle and the
the Vernon Street entrance to Trustees will all be on campus
Trinity is closed. In fact, it has this week. In just a few years,
never really been open.
they have been able to plan and
Evan Dobelle, Jim Mullen, accomplish more - and raise
Trinity's Trustees, and the more money - than most of us
"Neighborhood Revitalization could ever have imagined posBiologyVarmints and critters: fauna of Plan" have initiated attempts to sible.
1 am certain that with their
the redneck milieu. An intensive improve Trinity's relationship
study of the ecology, of such biota with the community around us knowledge and resources, they
;
as 'possums, raccoons, alligators, and positively effect the lives of are able to recruit top black and
muskrats, and bluetick hounds.
its inhabitants.
other minority professors, arid
Nevertheless, while Trinity soon establish departments
Political sciencetries to help improve the neigh- such as an African-American
Rednecks, white socks, and blue
ribbon beer: patriotism and the borhood, mainly comprised of studies department - one of the
redneck beer joint Why we don't Latinos, Blacks, and other mi- more disgraceful academic
want none of yew long-haired nority communities, it has con- voids of this "liberal arts" instihippy pinko fags around here. Yew tinued to fail to get its own tution.
house in order for Trinity Colheah, boy?
Hundreds of millions of dollege minority students.
lars have been raised to help the
Music—
Upon returning from study- minority communities outside
Practicum in music composition ing abroad, I received an exten- our walls. A miniscule fraction
A practical study of the elements of
redneck lyrics. Students will learn sive booklet on how to deal wi th of that could be invested within
to write songs which include vari- "cultureshock"and integrating Trinity to create a more expanous of the canonical redneck ele- back into my former college life." sive Multicultural Affairs Ofments: beer, whiskey, trucks, yore 1 spoke to Kisha Campbell, an f ice.and further provide a larger
mama, yore dawg, rain, prison, African-American freshman range of multicultural educacheatin' on yore: wife/husband/ about what she called t-he "cul- tional and social.programs for
s po use/ lover /boy f riend/girl - ture shock" of coming to Trin- its students.
friend/dawg. Extra credit forsongs ity from East Hartford.
By attempting to begin to inwhich include all of the listed eleKisha attended East Hartford tegrate Trinity College with its
ments.
High School, which has. a large neighborhood, the "Master
majority of Black and Latino Plan" has good intentions. HowMusic/religion—
Jesus loves me: the theology of students. While she did not ever, Trinity must first and foreredneck music. Close readings and have a lot of Black teachers most understand that we not
deconstruction of the lyrics and there, she argues that it is here only isolate ourselves from outmusic of "Dropkick me Jesus at Trinity that it has become a side our walls, but we isolate
(through the goalposts of life)," "On more significant problem that each other on the inside, as well.
the wings of a snow-white dove,"
and "I don't care if it rains or freezes
(long as I got my plastic Jesus)."
Finally, every program worth its
salt, needs a capstone course. It is
almost self-evident that the course
described briefly below will help
synthesize the work of all who have
concentrations in the program.

Trinity's integration with the Hartford
neighborhood should not be a one-way
street. Maybe Trinity has to look a little
more like Hartford,

Capstone coursethere are not enough Black proElvis: the King is dead...or is he? fessors.
This capstone course for the pro"I wanted a top-tier educagram is required of all concentrators. The story of Elvis, from Tupelo tion, with small classes with •
to Graceland to wherever he is now, professors I could get to know
with due attention paid to reported and learn from inside and outand verified sightings in the shad- side the classroom. My best,
ows of the Jungle Room and in the most convenient, and really
mists at Niagra Falls. We will use only choice was a small, mainly
archived material from the Na- white college like Trinity."
tional Enquirer as an important re- Campbell said. "As a new stu, source
dent coming from East Hartford
schools, it has not only been an
Sincerely,
extremely difficult academic
David Robbins
adjustment, but its has also ;:
Seabury Professor of Mathematics

Trinity's integration with the
Hartford neighborhood should
not be a one-way street. If we
are hoping for Hartford to become more,like Trinity, than
maybe Trinity has to look a little
more like Hartford.
If not, the sign on Trinity's
outside walls, right along Broad
Street, should read - "All Welcome to Trinity College....Sort
:
Of Eventually."'
On the walls within, maybe
the sign should say the same
thing.

'••'- •••'.•••
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Office of Residential Life Announces Changes
BY KRISTEN BURNS

-' News Editor

The Office of Residential Life
recently announced several
changes in housing policy that
will take effect in the coming
academic year. The plan is intended tocreate greater options
for upperclass housing and to
improve upon current policy
regarding Residential Assistants and winter-break housing.
According to Amy Howard,
Director of Residential Life.suggestions for the changes were
"definitely student generated."
The plan, announced through a
campus-wide e-mail, is a compilation of actions aimed at addressing student complaints
and concerns regarding the
state of their housing.
Most importantly, "I very
much wanted to be able to close
Hudson Street," commented
Howard. She then explained
that Hudson Street has been the
source of great student dissatisfaction. Through the continued
use of lounges, the Office of
Residential Life managed to relocate all but twelve Hudson
Street residents this year. In the
fall, the off-campus facility, capable of housing forty-seven
students, will be closed.
In addition, Jackson and
Elton dormitories will house
upperclassmen, and Jarvis will
be reserved for first- year students. According to Howard,
this change makes available
more "premium singles, quads,
and two-room doubles for upperclassmen," by creating an
"additional thirty spaces."
This measure is temporary, as

Jarvis will be taken off-line
starting in the fall of 2000 for
renovation. When the construction is completejarvis return to
being an upperclassman dormitory containing suites with private bathrooms. The Office of
Residential Life expects to issue
another set of changes once
renovation of Jarvis begins. Dis-

free housing, as well as monetary compensation, specifically $2,000 and $3,000
respectively. The desire to
change the policy in this manner was "made known from
when I started" at Trinity, said
Howard, who along with the
Residential Life staff has been
working to establish a "rationale

been in the works, and were not
introduced to counter the
program's low applicant pool. In
response to the speculation that
RA applications are low because students feel the role of
the RA has become one of policing rather than mentoring,
Howard stated that "I would
agree with that if I didn't have
all of my RA's reapplying that
could." She continued by citing
other programs, such as the
Writing Center Associate program, and the First-Year Mentor
program, that have experienced
"low applicant pools this year.
Some of it is timing, and some
of it is apathy."
With the help of Director of
Campus Safety Brian Kelly and
Vice President for Student Services Sharon Herzberger,
Howard decided, over a month
ago, to discontinue the use ol
cooking units for winter break
housing. The former policy,
which allowed students remaining on campus during the
ANDYSHEPARD
break to live in other students'
Next fall, Elton will become a dorm for
rooms, raised many privacy isupperclassmen.
sues
that concerned both stuplaced students will be housed for the college."
in the new dormitory, a facility
As support, Howard cited a dents and the Office of
with accommodations for ten year old survey of "institu- Residential Life.
nearly 180 students, which is set tions of our size and class,"
Although Howard operated
to open in the fall of 2000.
which showed that "even then, similar policies on other comApproximately forty-two ad- sixty-five percent of RA's were parable college campuses, she
ditional spaces were created by making room and board, and believed that its failure here prechanging the housing patterns twenty-five percent were mak- sented a "scenario where Trinof Resident Assistants (RA's.) ing room and an extra stipend." ity is unique. But it is a small
This year, single RA's occupied An examination of Trinity's RA enough campus that if there
double occupancy rooms, how- policy showed that, considering was any way we could address
ever, in the coming academic the duties they were asked to those concerns, we would try."
year the RA's will be occupying perform, each RA was earning
Reform of the housing lottery
singles, only, This change is a , slightly, more than "$3 an hour," is also being considered, by a
consequence of another alter- Howard explained. Trinity's panel of students and staff
ation in Residential Life policy. RA's have previously not re- members. This panel, according
Howard explained that next ceived subsidized housing.
to Howard, is trying to "find
year's Resident Assistants and
Howard emphasized that the ways to streamline" the process
Head Residents will all receive changes in RA policy have long which lacks the ability to incor-

porate transfer students, among
other flaws. The Office of Residential Life is also "examining
the possibility of implementing
a cancellation policy," which
would hold students accountable for the acceptance, and
then cancellation of a room assignment received through the
lottery.
Howard explained her intention to outline the final decisions about the lottery in a
"Lottery Booklet," which the
Office of Residential Life expects to release before the lottery, and perhaps during
Reading Days. Howard also
stressed that any fundamental
changes in the lottery policy
would "go into effect with the
first-year class," so as not to "adversely affect the sophomores,
juniors, and seniors."
Finally, Howard addressed
the results of the Student Survey distributed to the student
body. "There were some interesting questions on there," she
explained, including the possibility of substance-free housing. The results are being
tabulated by the Office of Residential Life, which, according to
Howard, wants to determine
"student interest before [it] begins implementing changes
that we think are going to be a
good idea." The results are expected to be available before the
housing lottery.
Students are generally
pleased with the new residential plans, Mia Gjedenson '02 re-
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because even if you end up with
a low number in the housing
lottery, there really is no way
that you will end up with a terrible room."

President Dobelle Discusses Trinity's Achievements

continued from page one
This discussion is particularly pertinent in light of recent
calls for multicultural awareness. A Town Hall Meetingheld
in early February was an attempt to address diversity at
Trinity, and discussed, among
other issues, an incident of racially motivated verbal harass-

moving towards a time when
we can truly call ourselves an
insti tution that is accepting and
promoting difference as a
strength instead of denying it."
The conversation then
shifted to a discussion about divisions among the faculty that
were exacerbated by the departure of former Dean of Faculty

"I think we as an institution are moving
towards a time when we can truly call
ourselves an institution that is accepting and
promoting difference as a strength instead of
denying it." -President Evan Dobelle
ment that had occurred days
before.
Indicating his ongoing commitment to this issue, Dobelle
announced his intention to
make public a formal statement
on diversity at Trinity. This is
expected to follow the Board of
Trustees meeting scheduled for
this upcoming weekend.
When asked about the traditional and evolving perception
of the typical Trinity student,
Dobelle asserted that students
have always been "solid, able,
[and] good," However, they have
"come from the same background" and that the college
"didn't do a lot to challenge
them" to celebrate diversity. He
continued to say that "I think
today our students are incrementally more willing for intellectual challenges. I think they
are more open to diversity and I
think we as an institution are

Raymond Baker. In his annual
address to the faculty, Dobelle
alluded to "the anarchy of factions" and the fact that their existence was detrimental to the
Trinity community.
However, when questioned
by the Tripod about faculty dissension, Dobelle stated: "There
is no dissension. If there is dissension, certainly nobody has
told me about it." Dobelle acknowledged that several faculty
members were not pleased with
the circumstances surrounding
Baker's departure, but stated
that such a reaction was "almost
normal" among a body numbering nearly 200. "Sometimes
leadership is about making decisions and not overreacting to
people's overreactions, and to be
respectful to their positions, and
I am," he concluded.
In his speech to the faculty,
Dobelle also discussed the

progress on the Learning Corridor. Scheduled to open in the
fall of 2000, The Learning Corridor will consist of three educational institutions currently
being constructed adjacent to
the Trinity campus. Institutions
involved include the Montessori
Elementary School and Hartford Middle School.
Dobelle excitedly talked
about the project, saying, "They
tell me one of the walls is up for
one of the elementary schools,
which is grea,t...the foundations
are in for all the schools and
now the walls are going up.
And from what I understand,
we're on time, so that's exciting,"
Dobelle also spoke about the
anticipated arrival of the New
England Patriots in Hartford,
calling it a "holistic approach to
urban renewal." The plan includes construction of a 68,000seat stadium as well as three
museums, a convention center,
a hotel, and a fitness and health
complex. It is expected to open
in time for the 2001 season.
Dobelle also noted that the Patriots' arrival will facilitate the
expansion of the University of
Connecticut's football program,
stating, "UCONN will go to Division I-A." He anticipates that
"Hartford will be sold out" and
stated emphatically that "the
joint will be jumping," which.he
concluded would ultimately
benefit the neighborhood.
On a lighter note, Dobelle remarked on the political cartoons featured in the Tripod,
which sometimes criticize his
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Trinity President Evan Dobelle looks toward the
college's future.

administration. "I like them...
you have to remember I've been
in public life all my life, so 1 can
take a hiL.I can see the humor
behind it, I don't see the malicei
behind it." He added, "I come
from a world where you would
rather be talked about than not
talked about, because the reality is if that's happening, then
they're not doing anything
about it."
Finally, Dobelle addressed
Trinity's achievements during
his tenure, and the challenges
he foresees for the future of the
college. Dobelle stressed that
the analysis should come not
from him, but from the students
and the faculty. "I realize presidents of any institutions will
get credit or get the blame for

whatever happens or doesn't
happen, and I'm prepared to do
both, but my position on it is,
during my time this is what's
occurred and it has to do with a
whole lot of people, from the
Board of Trustees to.the faculty
to a senior administrator group
that I've hired."
He continued by citing evidence that indicates Trinity is
heading in the right direction.
Trinity's commitment to the
community, current financial
security, and the expansion of
global learning sites have combined to create a positive momentum. Dobelle concluded by
saying "This is a college that has
raised the bar, gone over the bar,
and the challenge is to sustain
that momentum."
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Trinity Hosts Liberal
Arts Discussion Panels
continued from page one
tions, reactions, and prognostications involving panelists and audience members," was in fact less provoking than had
been previous discussions.
Reaction to the conference was mixed.
Trinity Professor Drew Hyland commented that the conference "celebrated

Trinity as an example of a good liberal
arts college." However, Hyland lamented
the fact that student's attendance at the
conference was lacking.
Richard Walker '99, one of the student
panelists, noted that "it was clear that the
conference was purely about bolstering
Trinity's image."
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On The Beat
Window of Opportunity
On February 18, the passenger window of a vehicle parked on Summit Street
was broken. A tape player valued at $400 were taken. The next week, a Jeep also
parked on Summit Street had its passenger window broken. The glove compartment was ransacked, and personal papers, including credit cards were taken.

Get Fifty CD's for $.00! No Obligation to Buy!
A car parked in the Anadama parking lot was broken into sometime between
February 16 and 17. Approximately 50 CD's, valued at $500, were removed from
the car.

Fender Bender
On February 19, a student driven car was struck in the rear at the intersection
of Summit Street and New Britain Avenue. The other driver backed up and left
the scene without waiting for Hartford Police to respond. There was minimal
damage to the student's car.

Park at Your Own Risk
Seniors Mauricio Zelaya, Justin Smith, and
Suzanne Farrell listen to a liberal arts discussion.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS

An older model car parked in the Summit A lot was broken into on February
20. The car, which belonged to a visiting student, suffered ignition damage.
Nothing was taken from the vehicle.

The Fugitive
A Campus Safety officer noticed suspicious activity in the Summit A lot on
the night of February 26. An unidentified male was seen tampering with a
parked motor vehicle. A struggle began when the suspect was questioned by the
officer. The suspect escaped, and the officer slightly injured his left knee. .

Reach Out and Rip Off Someone
CT Lawmakers
Introduce Bill For
Police Pursuit
Regulation

Member of Hartford
Community Group
Accused Of Bilking
Charity

(The Hartford Courant)- In 1996,
Johnnyjenkins was driving his convertible down Main Street in Hartford when
a stolen Oldsmobile barreled through a
red light at Morgan Street, an East Hartford police cruiser in pursuit. The
Oldsmobile, driven by Patrick White Jr.,
broad-sided Jenkins' convertible, killing
the 48-year old Hartford man.
East Hartford police officials determined that the pursuing officers acted
properly. But Jenkins' wife, Mary Abrom,
has filed a lawsuit against two officers
and the department, seeking unspecified
damages. Lawmakers have drafted a bill
that calls for a statewide policy on police
pursuits.
"We're trying to define when a police
officer has to go into pursuit and has to
put people at risk," said state Sen. Alvin
W. Penn, D-Bridgeport., Penn, who is cochairman of the legislature's public
safety committee, has drafted a bill that
would restrict the circumstances under
which officers can pursue fleeing suspects. The bill was approved by the Public Safety committee on Tuesday and will
be reviewed by thejudiciary Committee
before going to the full House and Senate.
State law requires police departments
to have pursuit policies, and law enforcement officials say that, in general, the
policies require officers to weigh the
value of catching a suspect against the
danger to public safety.
West Hartford Police Chief James
Strillacci, who is legislative co-chairman
of the Connecticut Police Chief's Association, said most policies take into account factors such as the seriousness of
the crime, traffic congestion, speed, road
conditions, and whether suspects are
known and can be captured later, without a chase:
Penn's bill also increases penalties for
fleeing from police - including making
it a felony if anyone is killed or seriously
injured during a chase - and sets up a
panel of top law enforcement officials to
develop a uniform statewide policy for
handling police pursuits. The bill also
would provide an unspecified amount of
money to train officers in pursuit tactics.

(The Hartford Courant)- A group of
African American community activists,
including Ben Andrews, former president of the state NAACP, has come to the
aid of a former official of Hartford
Neighborhood Centers who is accused of
bilking the charity.
Lois Stevenson, 48, who had been
jailed since December at the York Correctional Institution in Niantic, was
freed last week after Andrews posted a
$10,000 cash bond for her release.
Andrews, a former Republican candidate for secretary of the state, would not
comment when reached by telephone
Sunday.
Stevenson's lawyer, Joseph A. Moniz,
had argued successfully in Hartford Superior Court for a bond reduction that
would allow Stevenson, who faces six
counts of felony larceny, to return to her
Hartford home. She is scheduled to return to court March 29.
Stevenson, who originally had been
held on $200,000 bail, is accused of conspiring with contractor Barry Alexander
to steal close to $200,000 from the neighborhood center in 1996 and 1997. Prosecutors have called the case one of the
largest instances of charitiy fraud in
state history. Stevenson was a volunteer
board member of the charity and controlled the agency's building projects.
From 1995 to 1997, she steered dozens of
no-bid contracts to Alexander for design
and construction work at the agency's
Camp Hi Hoti in Hebron, a summer
camp for city children.
Prosecutors charge that much of the
work was never done, and that Stevenson
and Alexander split the money.
Alexander pleaded guilty to felony larceny in December and is cooperating
with investigators. He is free on bond.
Alexander has told investigators that
Stevenson was the controlling partner in
his construction company - a fact that
prosecutors allege is supported by bank
records and other documents seized
from Stevenson's home.
If Stevenson is convicted, prosecutors
will ask the court to direct the bail
money to the financially strapped neighborhood center as restitution.

A car parked on Allen Place had its passenger window smashed between 12
and 4:30 PM on March 1. A portable phone, valued at $130, was taken from the
vehicle. Campus Safety urges the community to conceal valuables left in parked
cars.

Let Me Lighten Your Load
' On March 3; at 1:10PM, a student left a blue H2O backpack by a couch in
Mather lobby. When the student returned after making a phone call, the pack
was missing, along with the class work, personal papers and cash that were
contained inside.

Mercury Rising
Campus Safety received a report of vandalism in North Campus dormitory.
Between 4:30 and 6:30 AM on March 6, the radiator in the first floor men's
bathroom was kicked, bent and broken. Campus Safety is performing an audit
in the door to determine who entered at that time.

Just Blowing Smoke
Fire alarms went off in Jones dormitory at 11:51 PM on the night of March 6,
and at 2 AM on March 7 in Little dormitory. Both buildings were evacuated and
the Hartford Fire Department responded and found no fire. However, there was
a strong odor of cigar smoke.
.......
.. .
•..:•••

Cyclist Makes a Clean Getaway
A student recently reported the disappearance of a bicycle left unlocked in
the Elton laundry room during winter break. The purple Trek 720, valued at
$500, was last seen on December 20. The student returned from break on
January 19 to find his bicycle gone.

How do y O U get to

Carnegie
Practice,

practice.

Why is a CGU graduate degree more
valuable than most? Practice, practice,
practice. Curricula in most of pur 22
disciplines
contains
a
practical
element. Putting what you learn in the
classroom to work in the workplace.
Check us out at www.cgu.edu, then
call or e-mail for admissions info.

A Claremont
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Reverend Thomas E.
Otte Found Murdered
Brother of Timothy's Owner Victim of Stabbing

Last Thursday morning, Rev. Thomas day, a person or people with Otte inside
E. Otte, a revered counselor, was found his condominium unleashed an awful
stabbed in his Charter Oak Place condo- torrent of violence, detectives said,
minium. Detectives said early Friday though neighbors reported hearing no
that "viable leads" suggested the killer or commotion.
killers had the Presbyterian minister's
Otte's wife, Wilma Otte, herself a betrust.
loved elder at Hartford's First PresbyteOtte, a pastoral counselor for 25 years rian Church, died in October 1997 after
in Hartford, was found naked in his liv- a long battle with cancer. "Six months
ing room. He had been stabbed numer- ago, Tom was hit hard by a delayed reacous times in several parts of his body, tion to Wilma's death," a colleague reANDY SHEPARD
investigators said. An autopsy Friday re- marked.
The Long Walk is coated by the first substantial
vealed two types of injuries - multiple
An advocate for gay rights, Otte had
snowfall of the year.
incisive," or slashing, wounds and stab recently grown increasingly disilluwounds.
sioned, with some of the Presbyterian
Detectives quickly found a knife in the Church's attitudes about gays and lesbigarage of the condominium and seized ans, the colleague said.
other sharp "implements," which they
Otte resigned last year as part-time
con tin ued from page one
pastor of the First Presbyterian Church
restructuring TCAC retains "a classic hi- have sent out for testing.
"We're trying to draw a picture of Rev. in Hoi yoke, Mass., after seven years in the
erarchical structure" with a board
anew to reach a fair compromise.
After several meetingsheld following headed by a president, the TCAC Presi- Otte's behavior leading up to the homi- position. He'd worked off and on at
Reading Week, it became clear that the dent will assume the the responsibilties cide," Sgt. Norberto A. Huertas said Fri- Timothy's, his brother Timothy Otte's
main issue dividing the organizations of Vice President of Student Activities day. "We're sifting through an abundance popular restaurant near Trinity College,
was the timing of when the motion and be elected by the student body. This of information."
but most recently was unemployed,
would take effect. The SGA hoped to proposal also involves pushing back the
Neighbors on Charter Oak Place said friends said.
have the TCAC President elected by the March 24 election until after Spring that over the last few months, they often
Matt Glassman, a Trinity senior and
student body in the upcoming March 24 Break on April 8.
saw Otte, 56, in the company of two former Timothy's employee remarked, "I
election, while TCAC wanted to put off
, TCAC President Dan Gianoli '99 felt young men who appeared to be in their waited on [Otte] frequently. He used to do
any action and continue restructuring the compromise reached by the two or- late teens. One neighbor reported that a lot of social work, and he was a nice guy.
until next year's spring election. As a re- ganizations was fair, commenting, "I'm in recent days, the young men were fre- It truly is a great loss."
sult of these meetings, the two organiza- glad we were able to reach a conclusion. quent visitors to Otte's condominium.
Compiledfrom the Hartford Courant
tions compromised with a proposal that The proposal that was passed represents
Sometime between 3 and 5 AM Thurs- by News Editor Renay Smallcomb
involved the creation of a TCAC-SGA li- a great deal of compromise between our
aison.
two organizations."
The motion passed by the SGA MonMahoney expressed similar sentiday evening states that the TCAC-SGA ments, commenting: "I knew going in
liaison will be elected by the student neither group would get exactly what
body in the upcoming spring election. they wanted. Ideally, I would like to see
The liaison will sit on the SGA board the TCAC President elected in a student- Harvard Faculty
have been violated believe the lack of
with voting rights and hold the title of wide election, just as TCAC would like
counsel could have affected the outcome
Vice-President of Student Activities.
to maintain its autonomy. However, 1 feel Debates Status of
of Douglas's criminal case.
• • > ;BouglaS is currently^a
The motion further stateVthat if after we have reached a reasonableresblutiofi." Convicted Student
rest for 18 months. "It seems to me that
(U- WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass.-This Drew Douglass life has already been sufTuesday the lull Harvard University fac- ficiently destroyed by this process to
ulty will vote on a motion to dismiss D. make additional sanctions superfluous,"
Drew Douglas, Class of 2000, from the said James L Sultan, Douglas' attorney.
College for sexually assaulting a female
undergraduate. But while dismissal UCLA Addresses
would require Douglas to leave Harvard Labor Union Policy
indefinitely, five members of the Faculty
SHORTSTORIES
Council have proposed that the former
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES, Calif. The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175,and $100 for short stories of
Mather House resident be allowed to Thursday, State Assemblyman Scott
anylength.Onesubmissionperstudent.
withdraw, according to Mallinckrodt Wildman (D-Glendale) joined union
POEMS
Professor of Applied Physics William members in front of the Jules Stein Eye
John CurtisUnderwood Memorial Prizesin Poetry: $200, $125, and $75. Upto
Paul.
Institute to protest university labor polifour pages of poetry from eachstudent.
If the motion is approved, Douglas cies which they say negatively affect reTHEACADEMYOFAMEEUCANPOKTSPRIZE
could return to campus in five years if search at UCLA.
A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a nationally-distributed
he meets certain conditions set by the - The University Professional and Techjournal. Onesubmissionperstudent.
Administrative Board. If he were to be nical Employees (UPTE) union has been
PLAYS
dismissed, Douglas would have to peti- negotiating with the University of CaliThe Frank W.Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200,$150,and$100forone-actplay
tion the full Faculty to re-apply for ad- fornia for nearly three years to procure a
scripts. One submission fromeachstudent.
mission.
• . .
contract for staff research assistants
ESSAYS
Douglas pled guilty on Sept. 24,1998, (SRAs). At the conference, the union acThe Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150 for expository
in Middlesex Superior Court to a charge cused UCLA of keeping a high number
writing. Papers originally written for college courses will be accepted if conscienof indecent assault and battery stem- of SRAs as casual employees, thereby detiously re vised and retyped.
ming from an April 4 incident. The nying them benefits and giving them
woman assaulted by Douglas originally impetus to leave the university.
DEADLINEFORALLSUBMESIONS
brought the case to the Ad Board, which
(EXCEFTFORSPEECHOONTEST)
Turnover - which is 49 percent at
later determined a rape had occurred. UCLA - disrupts research projects beWednesday, April 7,1999 at 4:00 p.m. Allsubmissionsshouldbetyped. Deliver
manuscriptstojane Decatur in theEnglish Department. DONOTFUTYOUR
The Ad Board voted to demand that Dou- cause of the lost time between researchNAMEONYOURWORKPLEASEINCLXJDEASEPARATEOOVERSHEET
glas withdraw and to recommend dis- ers leaving the university and bringing
WlTHYOimNAI^ANDBOXNlMBmTOENSUElEANONYMlTY.Indude
missal, which requires a vote of the entire new SRAs up to speed, Fried said.
a large, self-addressed envelope for return. Winners will be announced at the Honors
Faculty.
..
Vice Chancellor of Research Kumar
Day ceremony, Friday, May 7,1999, at 3:30p.m. in the College Chapel.
As a result of his court conviction, Pa tel recognized the problem of turnover,
Douglas is on probation for five years and but questioned the validity of UPTE's
SPEECHES
is already prohibited from seeking read- dramatic statistics. "If in fact the turnThe F. A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking will be co-sponsored by the Alpha Chapter
mission to Harvard during this time.
over is that high, that's a problem," Patel
of theSocialScienceHonorSociety: $450, $350, and $200.
"I am, obviously, disgusted that this said.
motion has even been proposed," the
But Patel noted that there are benefits
"Each speech will be an original persuasive speech of 5-8 minutes long on some
woman assaulted by Douglas wrote in an to doing research at a university. "We
contemporary issue selected by the student speakers.
e-mail message. "This counter-motion offer intellectual excitement and free"Speakers wishing to enter this contest must sign up with Margaret Grasso in the
would essentially give a convicted sex dom. You don't need exact parity," Patel
English Departmentby Friday, April 16. (Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
offender a slap on the wrist and nothing said, noting researchers with private
"All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m. on Monday,
more serious than withdrawal on his companies often make more than pubAprill9,at Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
record,"
. . , . . - : •.
lic researchers. • '•• •
"On April 22, the three finalists in the F. A. Brown Speaking Contest will deliver
Members of the Faculty expressed
Wildman noted that turnover caused
their speeches following the initiation of new members into the Social Science
concern that Douglas may have made in- by these labor problems seriously jeopHonor Society. Judging for the run-off speeches and final speeches will be a
criminating comments before the Ad ardizes research at UCLA. "It doesn't
faculty member from the English Department and Writing Center and af acuity
Board, since the College does nbt allow make sense if we're going to maintain
member from the social sciences.
students to bring attorneys with them our status' as the top research state. To
These contests are open to all undergraduate students (including IDP students)
when they appear before the.25-person maintain leadership, we have to make
presently registered at Trinity College.
committee. The Faculty members who sure' we take care of employees,"
have questioned whether Douglas'rights Wildman said.

SGA Passes TCAC Motion

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS

Trinity College
Department of English

Prizes
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Pilot Acquitted by
US Military in Italian
Ski Lift Accident
WASHINGTON (CNN)- Defense officials of the US and Italy will review all
military safety procedures to "reduce the
prospect to zero" of any repeat of the
Marine jet clipping of an Italian ski lift
cable last year that killed 20 skiers, President Clinton announced Friday.
While Clinton expressed "great sorrow" over the loss of lives from the accident during a joint news conference at
the White House with Italian Prime
Minister Massimo D'Alema, the Italian
leader said his country was shocked by
Thursday's acquittal of the Marine pilot
and said Italy would require more than
condolences.
Both leaders refused to comment directly on Thursday's acquittal of the
Marine pilot, Capt. Richard Ashby,
whose jet clipped the cable and sent a
gondola full of people plunging to the
ground. The men said they did not want
to comment on anything that would
possibly prejudice the future legal proceedings against Ashby and his navigator.
Ashby said Friday that he believes the
families of the victims deserve both
compensation and a full accounting of
responsibility for the tragedy. "I'm here
through this process to try to get them
the truth," Ashby told CNN on Friday.
"They're the ones out of this whole thing
that need the truth. My belief is the truth
will set us free."
Ashby, 31, of Mission Viejo, California,
was at the controls of an EA-6B Prowler
jet when its wing sliced the cable on the
Mount Cermis gondola near Cavalese,
Italy. The gondola plunged to the valley
floor, nearly flattening on impact and
killing everyone inside.
Prosecutors had accused Ashby of violating the training mission's 517-mph
speed limit and 2,000-foot altitude re-

striction. His jet, traveling at 621 mph, cut
the cable at about 370 feet above the valley floor, prosecutors said.
The defense said the military map issued to Ashby did not show the ski lift,
and that key jet equipment was not
working properly. Defense witnesses also
said Ashby could have been drawn too
low by a visual illusion.
Ashby still faces a remaining charge
of obstruction of justice in the case, over
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Senior Khmer Rouge
Leader Arrested in
Cambodia

alty fell under suspicion. An estimated
two million people died of torture, overwork, starvation, execution or disease
before Vietnamese troops overthrew the
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (CNN) - Ta regime in 1979.
Mok, the last leader of the Khmer Rouge,
A team of United Nations'jurists has
was arrested Saturday near Cambodia's recommended that Khmer Rouge leadnorthern border with Thailand, the ers face charges of crimes against huCambodian Army said.
manity before an international tribunal.
Ta Mok was the last senior leader of However, the Cambodian government
the brutal Khmer Rouge regime remain- favors the creation of a truth commising at large. Khieu Samphan and Nuon sion to investigate atrocities.
Chea, two of the late Khmer Rouge, Pol
Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen
Pot's top henchmen, surrendered in a De- has told U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
cember deal that has so far allowed them Annan that he fears placing Ta Mok on
to avoid arrest for atrocities committed trial will anger the thousands of former
during the group's rule over Cambodia. Khmer Rouge rank-and-file who have
But no similar arrangement awaited Ta made peace with the government. Those
Mok, and the government said Saturday Khmer Rouge defectors form part of Hun
he would be brought to trial.
Sen's constituency.
But many Cambodians who suffered
The Khmer Rouge seized power in
his alleged role in the disappearance of 1975, forcing Cambodians into crude under the Khmer Rouge's oppressive rea videotape shot during the February 3, farming collectives in an attempt to cre- gime want to see its leaders face trial.
ate a Marxist, agrarian Utopia. During the "The government must be convinced to
1998 flight.
After the verdict, Ashby's lawyer, four-year reign of the Khmer Rouge, Ta support the organization and the funcFrank Spinner, said the obstruction Mok served as the military commander tioning of an international tribunal to
prosecute the Khmer Rouge," Cambocharge should be dismissed, along with in Cambodia's southwest region.
charges pending against the navigator,
Pol Pot relied on Ta Mok to conduct dian opposition leader Sam Rainsy said
Capt. Joseph Schweitzer. Schweitzer, 31, sweeping purges of followers whose loy- Saturday.
of Westbury, New York, is charged with,
among other counts, involuntary manslaughter and obstruction of justice. His
trial is set for March 22.
Relatives of the victims have expressed shock over the acquittal. "I was
just shocked," said Sindy Renkewitz. "I
cannot understand that the man that
BY OLGA BOGATYRENKO
killed 20 people, among which were my
News Writer
dad and sister Mindy, that this man is not
guilty."
On Wednesday, March 3, nationally
Fausto Ber tinotti, the head of the hardline Communist Refoundation party, renowned rape prevention educator Joagain demanded that NATO bases in seph Weinberg gave a lecture on the
Italy be closed and called the verdict a topic of sexual assault at Trinity College.
violation of Italy's national sovereignty. Weinberg is an expert in various aspects
"The victims didn't get the justice they of sexual assault prevention, including
deserved," he said. "This is not only the male socialization, sexuality, and maleacquittal of a pilot, this is the acquittal on-male violence. Weinberg lectures on
of an entire system."
sexual ethics and adds his own peculiar
brand of humor that often provokes a
strong response from his audience.
At the lecture Wednesday evening,
Weinberg raised a number of questions
as he emphasized the importance of distinguishing sex from sexual assault.
Weinberg defined sexual assault as violent behavior caused by the influence of
stereotypes of the society about masculinity and "misconceptions about violence."
Joseph Weinberg speaks «•*' "= B K »"'
The lecture was well attended by Trin- candidly about sexual
ity students, and though they had many assault.
different motivations for attending the
event, most found the points of tus of sexual assault survivors, who ofWeinberg's lecture interesting. The audi- ten become confused as they question
ence was provoked and did not remain whether or not their experience can be
indifferent. Those who attended appre- regarded as a sexual assault when they
ciated the humor of Weinberg's lecture, have been violated by family members
laughing at his witty remarks about lan- or close friends. In such a case, an imporguage related to sex and sexual assault. tant part of the answer is. whether there
The audience also listened with great was mutual consent to the act of sex.
Kate Hutchinson '02, "was most interinterest as Weinberg informed them
about the historical changes in what we ested in his views of men's roles in sexual
define as "sexual assault." Weinberg assault ....but felt that men were stereostated that the society of 60's and 70's typed and generalized." Hutchinson diswould identify rape as the only sexual agreed with Weinberg's assertion that
assault, while nowadays we consider a "Dealing with masculine violence is
wide range of abusive acts as related to men's work". Hutchinson argued, "Then
we should 'have a Men's Center to help
"sexual assault."
'
Weinberg also addressed the reason them."
Miguel Marquez '01 left the lecture
why men seem to be the perpetrators of
all sexual acts, noting that only a small somewhat disappointed, commenting,
percentage of all sexual assault com- "There was not a clear message in
plaints are registered by men. Weinberg Weinberg's speech...there was no intermentioned that according to the statis- esting point in the lecture because of
tics, one in five males are assaulted by the Weinberg's attempts to make humorous
age of eighteen. He also addressed the jokes about a serious subject."
Nate Curtis '02 cited Weinberg's apmany justifications for sexual assault,
stating that the most common excuse pearance Wednesday evening as proof
offered by men following an assault is that sexual assault is a problem at Trinthat a woman was so provoking and at- ity College. Curtis also commented on
tractive that it was impossible to control the role of alcohol in sexual assaults, stating, "I do not believe that conditions [faoneself.
In his lecture, Weinberg blamed most vorableforsexual assault] are any better
acts of sexual assault on the lack of a sex or worse at Trinity that anywhere else.
culture and ethics dealing with such However, drinking to excess no doubt
questions. He asserted that there are few increases the problem".
college students who can say that the sex
Curtis concluded by stating his belief
education they received in school was of that "Society as a whole needs to change
any benefit to them.
and should dedicate itself to sexual
Weinberg also commented on thesta- equality.",1 : \V'-' ;.
....•

Lecture On Sexual Ethics
Provokes Student Interest
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March 11: The Annual Report
March 18: Illustration
March 25: Inside Advertising
Thursdays at 7:30PM
Room 123, Hallden Hall

Call 297-5232 or E-Mail
at bmacdonald@lmsdesign.com
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and the Career Services Department

SPECIAL!!

Free Delivery
233-8888

Large Cheese Pizza

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue

$5.50
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford

233-8888

$7.00 minimum
for delivery

Open 7 days a week - 11:00am to 2:00am
LUe deliuer slices & Cigarettes

Use your charge card
for any delivery ....
($10.00 minimum)

Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust

Medium
Cheese
Veggie
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings....,

...$7.50
..$9.75
..$10.25
...$ .50

,

Large

Sicilian

$9.85...
$14.05..
$15.75.
$1.00....

$13.00
$17.00
$18.50
$1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes

*
JL,

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo, BBQ sauce, hot

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan cheeses

peppers, oil, vinegar.

blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Bacon
*
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Extra Steak...,.
Chicken Parmigiana
T^ Eggplant Parmigiana
Meatball Parmigiana
^ Veal Parmigiana
Sausage Parmigiana
* Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
. Turkey
* Tuna
Veggie Grinder
^
Pepperoni Grinder.
Salami and Cheese
* Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Turkey and Bacon.
* BLT and Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

*
•jir.

$5.50
$6.25
,...$7.45
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
...$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$4.90
$4.65
$4.65
$4.25
$4.90
......,$4.90
$5.15
...$5.75
$4.25
$4.90

DINNERS
served w/ garlic bread w/ cheese» Lasagna
• Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells
$6.30 (with Meat $1.00 extra)

Calzone
each additional filling

$4.90
$ .50

APPETIZERS
Buffalo Wings (hot, mild, or suicide)
Chicken Fingers
Mozzarella Sticks
Onion Rings
French Fries
Cheese Fries
Fried Dough
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/ Cheese
Chips

(12) for $5.60
$5.00 *
(7) for $4.75
:.....:'.VV.^::
$2.65
$3.70
(8) for $2.00 *
$1.85
$2.40 itr
$ .50

SALADS
Tossed Salad
Antipasta Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

•

:.......

$4.05 •
$5.75 ^
$5.75
$ .50 .

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25 *

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

$1.60 *

Prices do not include tax.
*
r-

FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH
with Any Large Pizza Order

$2.25 OFF
Any Large Pizza or Any Sicilian Pizza

FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
with Any Large Pizza Order

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

FREE Order of BUFFALO WINGS
with Any Large Pizza Order

$1.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
with purchase of any large pizza

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering
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Dive into the many forms of Megan Shea's Reality
aspects of the production from
first conception to opening
Arts Editor
night. The set was unusually
colorful, the characters slightly
If you dare, step into Megan . overacted. Elements were hurled
Shea's Reality. If you are willing at the unsuspecting audience
to take a risk on nontraditional from all corners. The result was
performance art, if you are not mesmerizing and often disconoffended by guns, or candy bars, certing.
or cross-dressing, if you are willThe play was divided into six
ing to bend your mind, to take sections which combined a vain female condoms, Shakes- riety of media, including live acpeare, and happy face buckets tion, slides, and video. Actors
on a small stage in a short space portrayed a variety of characters
of time - if this is you, then come during these disturbing reflecinside. The doors are open, the tions of modern culture.
entryway round and inviting,
"The Price is Sex" gave the authe lighting soft, and the dience a taste of the gratuitous
atmosphere.Js unexpected.
sexuality we find on some many
Those who attended the show television programs, the kind
walked into another world. As that suck you in and don't let go.
auteur, Shea was controlled all "Unsolved Suicide," "As the
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

off, and one of my
friends told me that
the people behind him
were 'annoying.'"
I am intrigued.
"How?"
"... Because they were
appalled with one of
the sections..." I smile
in recognition. "...In
which instructions
from Reality (the female condom) were
read."
"... The one in which
you mention the word
vagina?"
She smiles and nods.
She recites the actual
piece of monologue...
"... 'Now push the inner ring the rest of the
ANDY SHEPARD way up into the vagina, check to make
Reality Cast Members.
sure it is just past the
pubic bone.'
BY JAVIER GHACIN
"'Should we leave?' they said'.
Arts Writer
In a strange way I was pleased
about that."
She stands in the Austin Arts
I laugh. She continues. "The
Center green room, surrounded
funny thing is if they had left
by a swarm of actors preparing
[due to the design of the theater]
Little Shop of Horrors a few feet
they would have had to walk
away. She occupies her own
across the stage."
space, as though the room reShe thinks for a moment. "1
members her from the countam all about Scandal."
less hours she has spent there
Boy, is she. But in such a dethroughout her four years at
mure, unthreatening manner
Trinity. She waits for this interthat it is hard to see the theatriview, but remains focused on
cal punches coming.
the paper she is reading. The
"DoyouthinkReality wasthe
noise level is high. Dozens of
test way to achieve scandal?"
conversations are happening at
"I confront things directly,
the same time. None of this afand I believe when these confects her. Megan Shea stands
frontations occur they may hit
content. That is the first thing
a certain nerve or expose somethat caught my gaze back in
thing that perhaps some people
freshmen year, that sense of
in the audience would see, or
confidence and stillness. A foexperience. I feel that this is the
cus I did not have but wanted to
way in which to challenge the
grow into. There it was. And
audience's fears."
there it still is. I smile without
"It seems you draw people in
thinking.
with humor and then slap them
"Do you want to go out to the
with a sense of reality"
lobby She nods.
She smiles at the word usage.
We walk out of all the com- "I would agree with that. One of
motion and sit ourselves down my favorite examples of that in
on the semi-comfortable seats in this past show was the juxtapothe Austin Arts Center Lobby. sition of the injury lawyer from
She pulls up a chair and rests those TV. Commercials and the
her feet on it. Where to begin? Zapruder film of John F.
She seems tired. She mentions a Kennedy getting shot...My
paper she is working on. It needs mother was laughing like crazy
a sort of reconstruction, or while my father was deeply afmaybe restructuring. We start fected by it. He still appreciated
with her thesis piece, Reality.
the humor, though. Another
"So, you had your perfor- person called it wonderfully
mances this weekend..."
tasteless."
"It went well. I think what inI look up a bit at the last comterested me the most were the ment. I never saw that moment
different reactions of the vari- in the show as tasteless. Tasteous audience members."
less is disrespecting the impor"What surprised you?"
tance of an event simply for
She thinks for a bit, looks to shock value, or something
see if I've caught up on my along those lines. In this case
handwriting. "Certain people there was.a higher goal. Cornwould be laughing their heads

World Burns", and the JFK/TV
ad spots placed society's lack of
concern for the reality of death
in a harsh light. "The World's
Strongest Gourmet" was an incredibly funny and insightful
look at gender roles. Lastly, the
video trial test of the female condom Reality was a humorously
poignant exploration of the issues of trust and honesty between a couple experimenting

with a new form of birth control.
The extremely talented cast
included veterans Melissa Baker
'Oljustin Ball '01, Philip Burgers
'99, and Daniel Shafer '99, performing alongside the newer
faces of Amanda Holden '02,
Gemma Rhodeside'02,andjulie
Wyman '01. On video were seniors Paige McGinley and Matthew Glassman.
There is no doubt that fulfill-

ing Shea's highly creative and
insightful vision was challenging, but the performers rose to
the task. Shea's imagination and
hard work came to life, forcing
the audience to think in new directions. She has again proved
her incredible talent for theatrical expression in all of its
many forms and has inspired us
to take a slight closer look at our
own Reality.
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Doty Shares Poetry at LSC Cry Cry Cry Tour Makes
flowers and his poem particularly striking. He focused extensively on colors and
1
-* Arts Writer
on the "beautiful."
Doty remarked several times during
Never having been to a "real" poetry the evening on the question of beauty,
reading, I had no idea what to expect commenting that "perfection and beauty
when I arrived at the LSC auditorium rarely touch." One of his best examples
Thursday to listen to Mark Doty read. 1 of beauty came from Esca Noche, a selechad never heard of this author before, but tion from My Alexandria. He had writI had taken a moment to read a few of ten the poem about a club in California,
his poems before the reading. 1 liked the where men came to dress in outrageous
surreal quality of his work, the way his women's clothing. He found Lola, the
words floated in my head in a dream- emcee as it were, beautiful in her black
like way. The poems that I read seemed dress with the tulip sheen, but also m ade
to have a very calming and distant aura her human by noting her imperfections.
about them, and seeing the images they Nothing that he found beautiful was
conjured up was somewhat akin to at- without imperfection. During the questempting to remember a dream.
tion and answer session, he referred to
When the poet himself appeared, 1 this, saying "I'm interested in beauty
immediately liked the friendly manner where you can see the cracks."
in which he engaged the audience. He
Doty also seemed to place a great deal
apologized for the quality of his voice, of importance on locations. He introexplaining that he had recently caught duced most of his poems by telling
a cold. Miraculously, he managed to where he wrote them, or where he had
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Memorable Stop in CT

He remarked several times during the evening on the
question of beauty, commenting that "perfection and
beauty rarely touch."
make it through the whole reading without coughing, as the Robitussin kicked
in.
Hugh Ogden, a Trinity professor and
a poet as well, introduced Doty,describing him as a poet who deals with life.
Ogden also mentioned that Doty had
won numerous awards. Although I did
not recognize any of the names of these
prizes, 1 thought that anyone whose
memoirs won a prize must be someone
extraordinary indeed.
Doty is a tall man, somewhat thin,
with a bit of a receding hairline. He has
: the appearance pf ,ag. English grofessor,
which in factheii.He read a few poems
from the book 1 had been reading, My
Alexandria, and 1 found the difference
in reading them to myself and hearing
them read astounding. Doty enunciated
each word carefully, as though he were
savoring it.
He chose beautiful and exotic words
and strange, evocative phrases such as
"the silk sleeves of the Puppet Queen" for
his poems. I found his descriptions of

set them. The first poem he read centered
around a set of stamps with exotic birds
printed on them that he had bought in
Texas. The poem spoke of a longing to see
the birds whose pictures he beheld, and
his.disappointment over the fact that he
would never actually experience them.
After the reading, I curiously asked
Doty about why he writes. Perhaps not
an original question, but I found his style
so fluid, so intriguing to the imagination
that I had to ask. He said that he had met
a poet (unnamed) in high school who
had allowed him to see that one could
make a life writing. He called his early
:
work:"terrible baby poems". ' v ; " B * a " : "
After a while, Doty said, he began to
read other poets, and found great inspiration particularly in the work of
Frederico Garcia Lorca. Doty also mentioned that he had been fascinated with
the poetry in the well known fantasy
works of J.R.R. Tolkien. He tried to take
from this reading a sense of "dreaminess,
color, and sensory imagery," as Doty puts
it. He has succeeded admirably.

Shea Explains It All For You
continued from page eleven
bined, these two visual elements made
you, the audience member, question how
you see them individually. In this I found
a great deal of taste.
I bring up another example where she
startled the audience. "The gun worked
really well."
"I liked the fact that the only real gun
shot occurred at the end. It seemed to be
a reminder that the previous humor surrounding the guns was a demonstration
of a deeper problem in our society. 'Cause
all the previous guns in the show (followed with a gun sound cue rather than
an actual shot) allowed the audience to
become used to their presence-"
"And comfortable." I add.
"Yeah," she replies. "It wasn't until the
final gunshot when that comfort was
disrupted and subverted."
Subverted. Good word.
"As an auteur, how does this/it in...?"
She takes the notebook out of my
hands and defines auteur for me:
"The Auteur is a writer/director/designer whose vision takes primacy over
the text or any other element of the production. Thus, the theatrical performance cannot be examined from a
literary stand point as the text, in a manner conflicting with tradition, without
the other theatrical elements present. OR - 2 sentences = 80 pages."
She gives the notebook back. 1 smile. I
plan to keep this piece of information for
future contemplation.
There is commotion in the lobby as

x .i

Paige McGinley '99, another Theater and
Dance senior, walks in from the cold.
"When 1 first met Megan..."
We all laugh. "Her brilliance and talent never seem to amaze me", Paige
shares with us. Most anybody else would
sound insincere, but Paige is smiling and
completely genuine.
"And then there is our impending
graduation...."
"Graduate school," she answers. "I just
have to get in first. PhD."
"So.you want to be a professor."
"Yes, Teach at college level. I also want
to be a theater artist. You can do both."
Simply put but true. Anything is possible if you are confident and focused.
"Maybe challenging the campus?"
"Not just the campus, but overall repression," she says, "I hate when people pretend things don't happen or don't exist."
I nod. She is right. 1 am confident.
I ask her something that has been on
my mind throughout this interview.
"So, what about this blood issue?"
We both smile. "That's a misconception. Because Covet (a Shea script performed last year) had gallons of blood
people think 1 have an obsession with
blood. Au contraire, the blood in Covet
was, for the most part, instituted by the
director, Mitch Polin. 1 have not actually
used fake blood in anything I have directed or auteured."
"Real blood then?" I ask with a smile.
"No."
"Doyoulike blood?"
She smiles back. "Sure. Everybody
likes a little blood."

W W W.CRY CRYCRY.COM

Folk singers Richard Shindell, Lucy Kaplansky, and Dar Williams headline the
Cry Cry Cry tour.
\

BY CONNIE DUFOUR

Arts Writer

"Hi, Hi, Hi," was the only introduction
needed Friday night at the University of
Hartford, where an anxious crowd was
"serenaded by the musical talents 6f th'rfe
of America's hottest contemporary folk
artists. In their collaborative band, Cry
Cry Cry, Dar Williams, Richard Shindell,
and Lucy Kaplansky explore the song
writing talents of their peers in an eclectic, innovative fashion.
Taking a break from their solo careers,
these artists have joined together to celebrate the work of their folk contemporaries. Spanning the spectrum of styles,
Cry Cry Cry performed songs reminiscent of modern rock as well as backcountry bluegrass. Including covers as
well-known as R.EM.'s "Fall on Me" and
Robert Earl Keen's "Shades of Gray," the
band captivated its audience with a
dreamy, spinetingling exhibition. The
unique blend of Williams and
Kaplansky's voices seemed to form a third
voice, a voice that found its way into the
hearts of the people. Shindell also kept
the crowd in awe with his intricate
fingerwork and excellent accompaniment on a variety of string instruments.
The music, although definitely the
highpoint of the concert, was complemented by the charming chitchat be-

tween the three onstage. The great rapport maintained between these artists
definitely made for a fun night. The little
jokes and innocent stabs they took at one
another undoubtedly put the audience
at ease, incorporating them into the expenence.
• "rtie three imnn
the fact that their play list was overwhelmingly filled with solemn, pull at
the heartstrings kind of songs. This
hardly dismayed the audience, who
waited tearfully with baited breath for
the commencement of each new piece.
Although they performed a type of
music which is relatively unexplored
here at Trinity, the natural, harmonic
promise of Cry Cry Cry drew a fairly
decent crowd.
About 150 people, ranging from toddlers to senior citizens, crowded into Lincoln Theater this weekend. After playing
for approximately two full hours, the artists left the stage, only to return
promptly for an amazing final encore
written by Shindell himself.
Leaving with a smile on my face and
the undeniable urge to hop into a pickup
and head out on the open road, my initial exposure to the pleasures of live folk
was an exceedingly positive one. If you
are ready for a little grit, amazing musicians, and a nice way to spend a night,
keep your eyes open for Cry Cry Cry, currently touring the area.

The Faculty a Cult Classic
ent films. Besides the 1954 classic Invasion of the Body Snatchers, its is also
Features Editor
based on The Cla$sofl999, undoubtedly
one of the worst movies ever made (and
Everybody is expecting me to totally currently available on the USA Netslam The Faculty. I'm sorry to say that I work).
can't. In fact I actually encourage you to
The latter film centers on a school full
rent this movie, simply because it was of unruly students who fall under the
just a lot of frickin' fun. The plot, while control of Terminator-esque robots
ostensibly boring, is a rather interesting brought in by the military to replace
rip-off of everything imaginable.
teachers. Of course the robots go hayAllow me to summarize: aliens who wire, and the kids fight back, eventually
are able to take control of humans by en- driving a bus through the front door of
tering their ear canal work to subjugate the school and motorcycles through the
a small high school in Ohio. Add a small halls.
group of mismatched students, some
There are a couple outstanding things
explosions, and a mustang GTO and it's I want to mention about The Faculty
not that bad.
First of all, the aliens' need for excessive
What might not be obvious to every- amounts of bottled.water (coupled with
one watching the movie is that it is in the fact that this movie is playing at Trinfact a rewrite of not one, but two differsee THE FACULTY on page 14
BY DEVIN PHARR
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The Chapel Organ: Not
Just for Mass Anymore
*""- B Y GILBERT GREEN
[

-* Arts

Writer

When I first got the phone call to cover
this concert I was hesitant. First off, it
was on a Sunday afternoon, time I like
to spend lounging in my room watching
television. Secondly, and probably most
important, an organ concert isn't exactly
the kind of thing that is accepted as cool
on a college campus. But moving past my
fear of crushing social norms, I decided
to help my friend out and cover the story.
I got to the Chapel on time -3 o'clockand hustled inside, college social requirements still weighing heavily in the back
of my mind. 1 found a seat quickly, somewhat ashamed of my own embarassement at being at this concert. 1 had a
good reason, though.
Sitting there, I looked around and
came to find that I was the only person
under the age of 50 at the performance
besides the student selling tickets.
Memories of Sunday morning church
flooded back to me as I sat among these
elders, almost all white and AngloSaxon, as far as 1 could tell.
I decided to try and relax, however, so
I settled in and waited. Then Jane Watts,
the internationally renowned organist,
made her entrance. 1 had to laugh (well,
laugh inside, at least) when 1 saw her
dressed in a green and black sequin dress.
Not that there's anything wrong with
that, but you should have seen it.
Outer appearances, of course, never
define inner being. The first song, "Festal March," seemed like a pretty standard
organ piece for a church setting, a lot like
what you hear at any church across the
country. I wasn't really into it I felt like
all my premonitions had been, confirmed. The music was going to be
breathy and haughty and I wasn't too
excited about having to sit through it.
See, I think that the organ has a lot of
cool possibilities. It can go so far down
into the bass spectrum and achieve a
pretty wide range of funky sounds - why
waste that ability on church songs? It's
an instrument with a lot of power - put
that power into some moving action!
I can picture a huge gathering inside
the Chapel, DJs with turntables up by the
pulpit on one end, some crazy organist
in the back - a kind of organ-rave. Can

you? It could work.
But there I was, feeling pretty out of
place and wishing that the concert
would get rolling. It wasn't the kind of
concert for me. Well, actually, I take that
back - it was kind of fun in an interesting way.
Picture yourself sitting in the Chapel,
surrounded by hundreds of elders on the
Sunday morning after a late Saturday
night and a sequin-dressed English
woman is manning the organ. It's enough
to put you in a strange mood.
The concert, however, took a more
positive turn as Watts headed into the
second piece, Cesar Franck's "Prelude,
Fugue and Variation."
Now this was actually something I
could get into. It kind of sounded like
some far-out ambient techno music music I enjoy. It was mellow, nowhere
near the jarring blare of the first piece. It
was odd, too. This wasn't just music for
kings and cardinals, it was too organic •
for that. It made me think about the
Phantom of the Opera.
Whoever wrote this music hadn't
been playing to a crowd of thousands under commission from the king, he'd been
somewhere else. Staying up all night
long, maybe, jamming on the keyboard
while the town sleeps - the mad musician. Sometimes ripping into a twenty
minute solo which only he will ever hear,
sometimes settling back into a low bass
riff- entrancing himself with the vibrations.
Strange to think about, but true. I
mean it didn't make sense that this kind
of music could be played for this audience here today, who sit completely still
and silent in the vast interior of the
Chapel. But then again, this music is not
dance music. And who knows, maybe
these jacketed old folks that I was sitting
amongst were the mad hatters of yesterday. Maybe this is their rebel music. To
each his own, right?
Two more pieces, "Toccata Giocosa" by
William Mathias and "Cantilene
Improvisee" by Charles Tournemire,
didn't reach the same place for me as
•Franck's did. They sounded more like the
first piece. But still, I respect the ability
of the organist. Jane Watts is a tremendously talented musician who has
played throughout the world and hopefully will continue to entertain for years.

Delano Photographson
Display at Pearl Street
graphs show dancers in a Dominican
Parade, plana music performers and porArts Writer
traits of different people, both young and
old. Pablo Delano took these pictures
100 Pearl Gallery in downtown Hart- while working on a project for the City
ford is currently presenting the work of of New York during a period of two years.
four Connecticut artists whose art draws His task was to study the Dominican
upon aspects of their Puerto Rican heri- community living in Washington
tage. Entitled A Permanent Bridge: Foun- Heights, NY and create a permanent
dations of Puerto R.icans in the Arts in photo exhibition in a public school in the
Connecticut, the exhibition includes ce- area.
ramic sculpture and woodwork prints by
Pablo Delano, who was mostly raised
Imma Arroyo, photography by Trinity in Puerto Rico, feels that the photoFine Arts Professor Pablo Delano, print- graphs are particularly successful beings by Gregorio Gomez and sculptural cause he was able to work with people
drawings by Graciela Quinones.
who behaved naturally despite his presEven though the exhibition is rather ence. By spending a lot of time in the
small, it gives an idea of Puerto Rican community, he managed to gain their
artistic activity in Connecticut. However, trust and acceptance. Delano sees the
1 found it most disconcerting that the photographs as positive and life affirmgallery provided some misleading infor- ing, aiming to contradict common stemation regarding the content of Delano's reotypes associated with Dominicans
work. It seemed as though the person and thus reinforcing the strength of the
who arranged the exhibition could not community.
tell the difference between the various
The exhibition will be on 100 Pearl
cultures of the Caribbean and consid- Street until April 3,1999. The gallery is
ered them all essentially the same as open Monday through Friday, 9 AM unPuerto Rican culture.
til 8 PM and9 AM until 3PM on Satur.• . . ,[
Delano's five black and white photo- days. :
: .
BY GABRIELLA DIMITROV

The third annual Hartford Jewish
Film Festival continues at Cinestudio
this week. Stop by on Tuesday night
tosseChrunicleofaDisappearance,an
exploration of what it means to be a
Palestinian this century. Or go and see
The Best Man on Wednesday night, a
sequel to the Oscar-winning documentary Best Boy. Both films start at
7:30 PM.

Those who have never ventured to
the Hartford Stage before will want to
stop by to see Eugene O'Neill's Long
Day'sjourney Into Night. Directed by
Michael Wilson, it features a strong
cast, including Academy Award winner Ellen Burstyn and Bra t Pack staple
Andrew McCarthy. The show runs
through March 28.

Like plants? Maybe you have some
in your room. Do you feed them? Of
course, because you want them to
grow...This weekend, come see a plant
that has been fed too much in Little
Shop of Horrors. Showtimes for this
wonderfully goulish production are
Thursday through Sunday and tickets
can be obtained free w/lD at the A AC
box office. This musical will make you
think twice at the next greenery sale!

I

U,

Been missing the sweet sounds of a
capella? Then head to Cleo House at
10:30 PM on Friday for the Accidentals'
first big concert this semester. In addition to their own great harmony, the
guys are hosting the Miscellania, an
all-female group from Bowdoin. Stick
around for the party afterwards. This
is sure to be a fun musical event, so
come join us! See you there!

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAM
announces the 1999
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
ALPHA DELTA PHI LITERARY PRIZE
GIVENBY
THE PHI KAPPA EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.
$1,000
For an original prose fiction or creative non-fiction man uscript by any
currently enrolled Trinity College undergraduate or Individualized
Degree Program student Prose drama is acceptable.
DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 7,1999
Eligibility
1. Any woman or man currently enrolled as a Trinity College undergraduate
or Individualized Degree Program student. Nograduate student is eligible.
2. The prize may be toon only once by any contestant
3. No fraternity or sorority membership is required. The Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity will not participate in the screening or judging process. THIS
CONTEST IS NOT THE SAME AS THE ALPHA DELTA PHI LITERARY
COMPETITION.
ENTRY PROCEDURES
/. Maximum length of any single manuscript- 5,000 words.
2. Manuscripts must be typewritten, double-spaced on 81/2 x 11" white paper,
one side only, numbered sequentially. Do not submit original copy, submit only
a duplicate. Photocopies acceptable.
3. Include a cover sheet with title, gen re (fiction, non-fiction, OK drama), your
name, campus box number, or address. Staple together with manuscriptManuscripts will not be returned, and the decision of the judges is final,.
4. The creative non-fiction should be of general interest and written for the
mature, well-educated reader whodoes not need specialized knowledge to enjoy
it. Do not submit expository essays or annotated or footnoted work.
5. ¥>u may submit as many entries in each category as you wish, but submit
your best work You may submit the same entries to this contest that you submit
to the other Department of English contests. However, the same entry may not
win both prizes, although it is possible that the same person might do so.
6. Place your entries in the large cardboard box labelled PHI KAPPA outside
the door of Professor Lewis's office: Room 310, Department of English, 115 Vernon
Street, no later than 4:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 7,1999. NO LATE ENTRIES
WILL BE ACCEPTER
The winner will be announced on Honors Day, and the $1,000 Alpha Delta
Phi Literary Prize will be delivered to the winning contestant during the
ceremonies.
- .
. .
:
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The Faculty Features The Voice of the Turtle
Young, Talented Cast Crawls into Hamlin Hall
BY MELISSA MALONE

Arts Writer

The Voice of the Turtle, an internationally acclaimed performance group,
known for their unique interpretation of
theJudeo-Spanish (Sephardic) folk music, will appear at Trinity Saturday,
March 13. According to group artistic
directorjudith Wachs their group name
references the turtle dove in the Book of
Psalms, which symbolizes exile and "the
harbinger of spring and peace." in an interview with the Concord Monitor,
Wachs stated, "We wanted a name that
had the most far-reaching implications...the image of the turtle dove is
W W,'«El I J,M IWCGD COM
usually associated with exile in Jewish
tradition, and we also liked the image of
Cast members of The Faculty search for aliens among them.
singing."
continued from page twelve
Sponsored by the Symposium on Misiblings will go nuts for Zeke played by
ity) is just funny. Secondly, there's the Josh Hartnett(of Halloween:H20 fame) grations, Diasporic Communities, and
question of what exactly the aliens are in addition to the talented Jordana Transnational Identities, the group will
trying to accomplish. "Oh no! Don't take Brewster (from the NBC's The 60's), host a student workshop entitled "Preover Ohio," and "Especially not a high Shawn Hatosy (Inventing the Abbots), Expulsion Spain-an Aural Perspective"
school!" Are they planning the collapse and Laura Harris II, who has no major at 2:00 PM at the Seabury Chapel. Folof our society by lowering standardized previous film credits but does get naked. lowing the workshop there will be a pertest scores? We're way a head of you the re.
Overall, I found the cast to be enjoy- formance, "Gardens of Jasmine: Songs of
As far as acting, 1 imagine this is about able, not necessarily due to good acting the Spanish Jews," in Hamlin Hall beginas hard as playing professional sports (at but because they were accurately writ- ning at 8:00 PM.
In commenting on how the workshop
least if what we pay these people is any ten and easy to identify with.
indicator).The Faculty hasawholeslew
The most significant thing about the and performance will compliment the
of names to throw at you, like Robert movie is that it is yet another contribu- symposiumjohannes Evelein, Assistant
Patrick, Bebe Neuwirth, Salma Hayek, tion to the seeming resurrection of the Professor of Modern Languages and
Jon Stewart, and even Christopher horror genre. For about ten years, stu- event coordinator, stated this event will
McDonald (Shooter McGavin from dios have churned out sequel after se- exemplify "how a people successfully
Happy Gilmore).
quel, which retained few distinguishing retain their culture while in diaspora.
Most of the action, however, centers factors besides their location and the Despite being dispersed throughout
around the kids in the film, led by Elijah quantity of red corn syrup used. Movies various countries Sephardic music reWood, who we last saw in Deep Impact like The Faculty embrace its genre's past mains highly recognizable."
The group's performance will documaking a strong case, for .prepubescent. and find new ways to stick a garden tool,
ment the historical experiences of the
parenthood. And I'm sure your younger in some undead freak.
Sephardic communities, which began
over a thousand years ago. Between 9001200 C.E. Spanish Jewry flourished with
members of their community becoming
"merchants, artisans, farmers, grammarians, physicians, poets, government officials, theologians, and philosophers."
Taken from the National Women's History Project's
However, as the Muslims lost control of
Home page. Questions:
Spain, their peaceful coexistence with
Spanish Muslims and Christians declined.
1. Which mother led a 125-mile march of child workers all the way from
In 1391, many Jewish communities
the mills of Pennsylvania to President Theodore Roosevelt's vacation
were forced to accept baptism, thereby
home on Long Island?
renouncing their religion and heritage.
The Inquisition (1478), designed to re2. One of the most important Union spies and scouts during the Civil War
move church heretics, persecuted
was a Black woman who had escaped from slavery. Can you name her?
Crypto-Jews, individuals who publicly
accepted Christianity and practiced Ju3. Before the 1960s, farm workers in the U.S. were not paid even the
daism privately. Then, during the reign
of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella,
minimum wage, and had no influential representatives to fight for their
the Sephardic communities and indirights. What part did Dolores Huerta play in changing this situation?
viduals who had refused to convert to
Christianity were formally forced into
4. The line of beauty products she created for African-American people
exile by the Edict of Expulsion (1492).
made her the first Black woman millionaire in the United States. Who was
The Diaspora community spread
she, and when did she do this?
throughout the Ottoman Empire of
Southern Europe and the Middle East.
5. She came to the U.S. when she was a teenager to study science and
While in diaspora, their heritage was
preserved through the oral recitation of
stayed to become "the world's foremost female experimental physicist."
folk music and lore.
Her most famous experiment disproved what had been thought to be a
fundamental scientific law. Who is this Asian-American scientist?
The first Jewish community in
Amefica was established in New
Amsterdam (1654), which was later re6. She took her job as "First Lady" seriously, traveling the country and the
named New York City. Over the next
world to gather information about the problems and concerns of workers,
children, minorities, and the poor. She wrote a daily newspaper column
and made frequent radio broadcasts. Who was this wife of a President?

WOMEN'S HISTORY QUIZ

hundred years, Jewish communities
were founded in Newport, Rhode Island,
Savanna, Georgia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Charleston, South Carolina. Later
these settlements became an important
contributor to Americanjewish culture.
Before embracing the tradition and
culture of Sephardic communities, Voice
of the Turtle members Derek Burrows,
Lisa Kulbachjay Rosenberg, and Judith
Wachs performed medieval and renaissance music. However, according to
Wachs, the group changed their focus
after a member brought the Sephardic
song "Ladder of Gold" to rehearsal. "We
thought this really sounds interesting
and for (20 yearsl that's what we've been
doing" said Wachs in an interview with
the Concord Monitor. Since then the
Voice of the Turtle has celebrated and
preserved Sephardic culture.
In the past, the group's performances,
described by the Virginian/Pilot and
Ledger Star as "thoroughly enjoyable,"
have included the use of more than
twenty exotic instruments including the
saz, bombard, vielle, shawms, oud and
chalumeau.
Their songs, sung in Castellan Spanish from the 15th and 16th centuries, often refer to themes regarding love and
life. The songs, described by the Boston
Globe as, "tender and soulful, sad and
haunting, jubilant and merry and sometimes flirtatious and erotic," were,
"learned...from field recordings, or directly from people whose Sephardic
musical heritage came via the
Balkans, Turkey, Morocco, Greece,
Rhodes, or Jerusalem," according to
Wachs.
Their performance at Trinity will reflect the cultural, linguistic, geographic
and musical diversity of the Sephardic
experience, resulting from their diaspora
in areas such as Salonika, Istanbul, Sofia,
Casablanca, Sofia, Corfu, France,
Istanbul, Bulgaria, Turkey, Yemen, Sofia,
Sarajevo, Bucharest, and Sarajevo. According to Ronald Kiener, Associate Professor of Religion and Director of Jewish
Studies, their performance is a "remarkable presentation of Sephardic Jewish
music, and a fascinating exploration into
world music."
The group's visit will begin with a
workshop that includes a performance
and analysis of "romancero" ballads,
which have been preserved through oral
tradition. In addition, Voice of the Turtle
will offer "insights into Spanish language, history, folklore, linguistics and
poetics." To appreciate their lecture and
performance individuals need not be
fluent in Spanish, since their program is
designed to entertain and to educate.
The evening will conclude with a concert which, "presents selections from
secular and paraliturgical musical traditions preserved, remembered, created,
and adapted by the community of Spanish Jews during more than 500 years of
dispersal,"said Wachs. Evelein notes that
both performances, "will provide the
Hartford and Trinity communities with
an opportunity to experience firsthand
Sephardic culture."

7. When the Mexican Revolution of 1910 reached the Texas border, she
and her friends organized La Cruz Blanca, The White Cross, to take care
of the wounded. They nursed people from both sides of the fighting. She
was also known as a journalist and community activist. Who was she and
where did she live?
8. Who was the last reigning monarch of the Hawaiian Islands, deposed
when American business and military interests wanted to annex Hawaii to
the U.S.?

See answers on page 16
This advertisement paid for by the Women's Center
The Voice of the Turtle bring their musical traditions to Trinity.
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Tuition And The Budget: Where It All Goes
It seems regardless of whose money
we are here on, the question of its necessity and purpose is bound to come up.
From the outlandish figures brought up
'•KT "" ' " ' for the construction and
JULY IN
renewal of campus faPHARR
cilities and buildings at
Trinity to the amount of
money many students must secure in
grants, loans, or through their own work.
Some of us are fortunate to have parents
able to pay for our tuition in its entirety.
For some reason this has become a
source of resentment among many students whose parents can not afford tuition, which seems foolish considering at
one time nearly everyone could pay the
whole bill or that in 20 years no one will.
Living here at a school which has motives and direction like Trinity it is observable why every year we must raise
such an incredible amount of money.
The maintenance of the facilities, payment to the staff and so on. But at the
same time you consider that 1,800 students paying $29,000 a year is a heck of
a lot of money. Around $52 million in
fact, but still more than $20 million less
than the total cost of operations at Trinity. So really we're getting about a
$10,000 per student reduction taken at
the register. But with the college able to
operate smoothly and without fear of financial collapse additional questions
about what our money is being used for
come up, or by what method the college
is able to fill the gaps left by our undersized tuition?
"This is why tuition based income and
endowment income is placed into
Trinity's common income pool," said
Alan Sauer, Trinity's Business Manger
and Budget Director. The endowment, a
sum of investments worth in the area of
250 million is exactly what the college

counts upon to fill that gap. "Each year
money gained from investment of the
endowment along with income from
gifts, contributions and tuition are
lumped together to pay the college's operating bill," said Sauer. Yet while many
students are curious exactly what their
money is being used for there is seldom
a traceable answer. "Certain cases do exist where money in the endowment or
given as gifts are granted under the condition that they must be spent on particular items, like the chemistry
department or for the funding of a particularsports team. In other cases certain
functions of the college are self-perpetuating in a way," Sauer explained. "For example, the maintenance, cleaning and
function of dorm rooms is almost entirely covered under the amount we ask
specifically for room. Or the amount
paid for meal plans covers everything to
do with Sodexho/Marriott." He went on
to explain that the tuition charge does
not work in the same manner however.

Med $7.50

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES?
(

99
"They should be
less occupied with
prestige and more
with the type of
education students receive."

Large $9.50

SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

Buffalo Wings (10)K" : cW r i;:<:

PHOEBE BOOTH '01 &
SOPHIE THOMAS '99

PHILIP BURGERS

Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley

TRY OUR SPECIAL

amount of money we can request the different departments keep their operating
costs under." Sauer continued, "...We receive back from every department on
campus, buildings & grounds, every academic department, the library, an
amount for which they would like to receive for their budget... At the same time
as all this is going on we receive input
from the board of trustees and provide
more back to them about the size of the
budget each year."
Sauer went on, "From there we go into
a discussion with them about what we
think we might need to increase. This is
usually centered around new initiatives
we as a college feel we'd like to undertake and old things we'd feel can be removed." Additionally he explained in a
rather encouraging point that "The
Board of Trustees perspective comes not
only from us but what they've heard outside of Trinity, from both other schools
and what parents have said to them in
regards to what they are paying."

Along The long Walk

14-medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50onmed
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
sausaqe
spinach
tomatoes
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRiMAVEKA
Med$9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce

WHITE PIE

"To say that tuition in particular is for
certain things but not other would be
inaccurate. It isn't distinguished within
the budget that it is to be used for one
purpose but not another. It is added into
aggregate income," added Sauer.
So it seems we can put aside any
dreams of confronting the college and
demanding it find funding of its own for
items unrelated to our education. At the
same time I was able to discover a bit
more about the size of tuition and the
process by which it is raised from an extremely helpful Mr. Sauer.
"The determination of tuition is really
a combination of events that take place
in the broader picture of a college's overall budget. There are two sides to it and
it is our job to balance these as best we
can... On one side we have the various
sources of revenue for Trinity, and on the
other is the irrepressible urge to spend
money. We make a rough estimate of the
amount of revenue we can expect to gain
and use this figure to estimate the

"We feel that they are
the only ones saving
the greek organizations, despite the
changes the board is
making to student
life on campus."

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, z i t i o r ^ ^

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95

GRINDERS

N.Y. STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am

"'FREE DELIVERY"*
With $7.00 minimum purchase

We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE

Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa
Ham
Meatballs
Roast Beef
Sausage
Tuna
Turkey
Veggie/cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Steak/Cheese
Seafood
Combo (2 kinds of meat)

8" Half
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3,75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4,50

16" Wholt$7.50
$7.50
$7,50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7,50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00

Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
$7,95
Baked ziti
$7.95
Meat Ravioli
$6.95
Cheese Ravioli
$6.95
Veggie Ravioli
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1,50
Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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Exclusive: The Agenda For The Trustee Meeting
This weekend, the Board of Trustees
will be meeting to discuss the Future of
Trinity College. However, not many students know about the Board, or what is
'•"• "
•"" on tap for the Trustees.
DAN
Fortunately, this re-

Peters will comment on the latest plan
to bribe International Olympic Committee President Juan Antionio Samaranch
and several members of the Nigerian
delegation. After arriving at Bradley,
visitors to the Insurance Capitol of the
BERMAN P orter w a s a ^ e t 0 °b~ World will be escorted around town by
mmHmmmmmmma*** t a i n a n u l t r a - s e c r eJim
t King, treated to complimentary dinners
at the Bistro (up to $5, of course), and
copy of the agenda for Friday and
given
a folder of pro-Trinity neighborSaturday's meetings. After consulting
with our lawyers (and law school-bound hood revitalization press clippings. IOC
seniors), The Tripod has decided to pub- members will stay in the luxurious, and
lish excerpts of the schedule in this is- newly vacated, Hudson Street dormitory.
Rowland will be presenting his plan
sue in our ongoing effort to inform,
to
spend $300 billion in state money to
enlighten, and entertain.
build stadiums, arenas, and housing for
Trinity College Board of Trustees
the games.
Saturday, March 13,1999
Dobelle and Jim Mullen, head of
Reese Room, Smith House
Project 2012, update the Trustees on their
progress in awarding Trinity scholar8:30 AM: Meeting called to order. (At ships to IOC families. "Bringing the
least ten members must be present to Olympics to Hartford and exchanging
constitute a quorum.)
with foreign schools will increase
8:31 AM: Quorum Call.
Trinity's recognition," says Dobelle.
10:00 AM: Meeting called to order with
"At the end of the day, bringing the
a majority of Trustees present. Members Olympics to Hartford and exchanging
continue to file in over the next couple with foreign schools will increase
of hours.
Trinity's recognition," adds Mullen.
10:05 AM: Report from Public Rela10:30 AM: Vote to increase funding for
tions Department. Trustees watch the the Global Learning program.
"IDP at Trinity — Believe It!" ad which
10:35 AM: Trustees debate the proposal
aired during the Monica Lewinsky inter- to sell the naming rights to all academic
view. Showing the success of comparing departments. Names to be considered
Trinity with Hartford Community Tech, are: the Arthur Daniels Midland Politihalf of the trustees apply for the IDP pro- cal Science Department, the Poulian
gram.
Weed Eater Biology Department, and the
10:10 AM: New Dean of Faculty hired. Mathematics Department presented by
10:15 AM: Connecticut Governor John Mohegan Sun Casino.
Rowland, Hartford Mayor Mike Peters,
10:50 AM: Rupert Murdoch presents
and Trinity President Evan Dobelle offer to purchase the Trinity baseball
present an update on their efforts to team, TTV, and The Tripod.
bring the 2012 Summer Olympics to
10:51 AM: Murdoch trades two seniors
Hartford.
and a freshman to be named later to the

1. The feisty labor organizer, Mary Harris Jones (1830-1930), did just that
in 1903. Called "Mother" Jones by everyone, her goal for the march was to
bring the evils of child labor to the attention of the President and the national
press.
2. Harriet Tubman (1820-1913), who also led over'300 people in their
escape from slavery via the system of safe-houses known as the Underground
Railroad!
3. Dolores Huerta (b. 1930), a long-time Chicana labor activist, co-founded
the United Farm Workers union in 1962. She served for over two decades as
the union's vice-president and chief lobbyist, savvy labor contract negotiator,
and nationwide speaker.
4. In 1905 Madam C.J. Walker (1867-1919) began developing an effective
hair lotion, and then a special comb to straighten curly hair. She eventually
employed 3,000 people, mostly black women, to work in her factories and
sell her line of products.
5. Chien-ShiungWu(b. 1912) has received both the National Science Medal
and the internationally respected Wolf prize for her scientific research. Her
most famous experiment showed that conservation of parity could be violated
in nature.
6. Eleanor Roosevelt (1884-1962) was America's First Lady for 12 years.
Later she served as U.S. delegate to the United Nations where she was
instrumental in securing passage of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
7. Jovita Idar (1885-1946) lived in Laredo, Texas. As a journalist, she
wrote articles for Spanish-language newspapers, like El Progreso and El
Heraldo Cristino, which argued for Mexican Americans's equal rights.
8. Queen Liliuokalani (1838-1917). Arevolution, encouraged and actively
assisted by American interests backed by a U.S. Navy gunboat, established a
provisional government in 1893. Among her lasting legacies: she composed
over 200 songs, including "Aloha Oe."
How did you do? If you're like me, you only got a few of them right. Why
don't we know more about women's history? Our primary and secondary
school history books are bereft of vital history pertaining to women. Do you
want to become more educated? In honor of Women's History Month, consult
these following websites, for exciting Herstory!!!
www.greatwomen.org
www.gale.com
www.legacy98.org

This site will send you to the National Women's Hall of Fame.
This great site gives information about many diverse cultures
and important history quizzes. Or you can go directly to the
women's history page at www.gale.com/gale/cwh/cwhset.html
This site is about Living the Legacy. The Women's Rights
Movement 1848-1998, This site can give you information on
anything from the timeline of the Movement to the local
listing of activities that are being offered in your hometown
throughout the month of March.

This advertisement paid for by the Women's Center

New York Yankees for Roger Clemens
and Bernie Williams. In addition,
Murdoch signs Kevin Brown to a $105
million contract and brings in the
"90210" cast to run the newspaper.
Trinity alum George F. Will decries the
moves as the death knell for NESCAC
baseball and quality student journalism.
11:00 AM: Brunch in Mather.
11:30 AM: Discussion of food services
contract.
11:31 AM: Vote to find new food services contractor.
11:35 AM: "State of the School" address
by President Dobelle. Dean of Faculty

asked to step down.
Noon: New Dean of Faculty hired.
12:05 PM: Report of the Student Government Association. The SGA asks the
Trustees to abolish Reading Week, ban
alcohol on campus, and move all seniors
to the Hastings Hotel.
12:30 PM: Trustees vote to postpone
any decision on Reading Week for ten
years and ask for a faculty report on alternatives. Dean of Faculty resists, is
asked to step down.
12:35 PM: New Dean of Faculty hired.
Meeting adjourns. Dean of Faculty resigns in protest.

Freshman Makes Splash
Into Community Politics
BY T I M HERBST

I

Features Writer

Tim Herbst '02 serves on the Planning
and Zoning Commission in nearby
Trumbull, Connecticut. In this article, he
shares his experience with theTripod and
argues that age is no barrier to entering
the political arena.
Residing in and attending college in
the same state can have its advantages
and it's drawbacks. When I want a home
cooked meal, I can get in the car and go.
When I want my dirty laundry given the
utmost care, I just take it home and let
mom handle it. However, the surprise
visits to campus at ten o'clock on a Saturday morning when I am in my recuperation mode can definitely be
considered a major drawback. But, if you
intend to pursue a career in politics once,
you get out of college, like I intend to,
being close to home can have its advantages.
Recently, I was appointed to the Planning and Zoning Commission in my
hometown of Trumbull, CT. With my
appointment to the commission, I became the youngest person in the 220year history of my town to serve on a
major board. Qn the commission, I participate in monthly meetings, but my
most of work involves lobbying legislators at the State Capitol.
During Reading Week, I had the opportunity to go to the State Capitol and
testify before a joint committee of the
Connecticut legislature regarding affordable housing laws in the state of Connecticut. This is an important issue
because every municipality in the state
of Connecticut is required to designate
at least 10% of their total homes as "affordable."
When I took office as a commissioner
in January, my original interpretation
based on the standard median income of
all Trumbull residents was that affordable housing cost anywhere between
$100,000 and a $150,000 dollars. This
was deemed affordable, so that senior
citizens and young families could have
the opportunity to live in a community
that was considered one of the best in the
state.
However, upon my research on the
topic, I found out that developers were
abusing state mandates, and selling affordable units for a starting price of
$315,000, because the law is broad in interpretation and feeble in its actual affect. If a housing unit is deemed
affordable, a developer is able to build
more dwellings on less acreage. Normally only two four-bedroom houses
can be constructed on 1 acre of land. But
by deeming it "affordable," a developer is
able to build as much as four units of the
same size on one acre.
In the end, the cost of purchasing the
land is the same, but a developer is able
to make more money because the developer is able to build twice as many
houses of the same quality on a single-

DAN BERV.AN
Tim Herbst'02.
acre plot.
With a community that is already 96
percent developed, the town of Trumbull
must watch its land very carefully and
utilizeit.discerningly,,One-of my man}
concerns as a Planning and Zoning
Commissioner is that if developers continue to construct homes on precious
land that in the end are not affordable, it
will come back to affect my community
in the long run. 10 or 15 years down the
road, we may have to build another
school, another police department, or
units that can truly be called affordable.
Common sense dictates that the current prices for affordable dwelling units
are outrageous. Statistics have shown
that there is no way a family of four
could afford a $315,000 dollar home if
the total income of that household is
only eighty thousand dollars. There is no
conceivable way that senior citizens that
are dependent on social security and
Medicare, could afford units that are
priced this high. Finally, there is no way
in my judgement that the hard working,
middle class people of Trumbull could
afford this. That is how outrageous it is.
In retrospect, looking at this situation,
there are no age limitations that can restrict somebody from standing up for
what they believe in and making a difference. If you have political inclinations,
now is the time to start, whether it is in
SGA, or local government. Age should
have no affect in your ability to stand up
and fight for the people who cannot
fight. Taking on the fights that people
think cannot be won, and fighting for the
little guy are tools that make you a stronger, more enterprising human being.
Upon my discovery of these facts, and
presentation to the committee, my hope
is that the law will be changed. But if it
is not, that is when you try again.
William Pitt once spoke of the merits
of age in public service. "If the heat of his
temper would suffer him to attend to
those whose age and long acquaintance
with business give them an indisputable
right to deference and superiority, he
would learn, in time, to reason rather
than declaim and to prefer justness of argument, and an accurate knowledge of
facts, to sounding epithets and splendid
superlatives, which may disturb the
imagination for a moment, but leave no
lasting impression on the mind."
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USA Today Honors Jocelyn Jones.
PL,
As One Of Nation's Top Students
BY KATIE KURZ

Senior Editor

During Reading Week, a Trinity senior was honored as a
member of the All-USA College
Academic Team by USA Today.
Jocelyn Jones, also a Presidential
Fellow in English, was announced as part of the Third
Team of winners on Thursday,
February 25.
Jones, whose passion is poetry, was one of 60 students to
join this collegiate group. "The
winners were selected from 984
nominees selected by their
schools. Two separate judging
panels looked at grades, activi-

ties, leadership and public service," commented TraceyBriggs
of USA Today. This year marked
the tenth anniversary of saluting the country's best and
brightest.
A Phi Beta Kappa member,
Jocelyn was encouraged by esteemed mentor and Trinity's
Chief of Staff, Ronald Thomas,
to apply for this prestigious distinction. Her application included a recommendation from
Thomas, a detailed resume and
description of her collegiate accomplishments, and three additional recommendations from
English professor Hugh Ogden,
IDP . student
Jonathan
Stolzenberg and Pam Namoura

USA Today honoree Jocelyn Jones '99
participated on the at the Conference on
Liberal Arts during Reading Week

OFFICE OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS

of the Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts.
Jones has participated in
various monthly readings on
the Connecticut Poetry Circuit
and through her student-teaching at the Greater Hartford
Academy of the Arts. She has
come to appreciate her poetry to
its fullest by sharing it with others. Poetry is "universal" to
Jocelyn, and she does not hesitate to share.it with others.
In addition, Jones continued
her passion for English this past
summer as a counselor for an
academic program at the Taft
School. Currently she is intern-

0

10. In the Championship Game, Dick Vitale's
face will turn red, smoke will come out of h is
ears, turn into afire engine and drive around
the court.
9. The New Jersey Nets will be eliminated in
the first round.
8. Halftime show gives children a chance to be
swatted by Lamar Odom.
7, Should the Championship Game become a
rout, CBS will switch to Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "The King and I."
6. Championship game loser to face National
Penitentiary All-Star team.

ing at The Hartford Courant un-

der the guidance of Larry
Bloom, editing and writing
various pieces for the Sunday
magazine, Northeast.
She is a respected and wellknown leader on Trinity's campus. Since freshman year she
has been a tour guide and now
serves as an Admissions Associate, interviewing prospectives
when they visit campus. She
also serves as a mentor for the
First Year Seminar Program
"The Venetian Journey," a class
devoted to the treasures and his-.
tory of Venice, Italy. Jones also
assists students with their
projects in the Writing Center
as a Writing Associate. Up until the end of this past falljones
trained as a varsity rower for
Women's Crew.
In addition, Jones participated on the student panel of
the recent Liberal Arts symposium. This meeting of profes"sors and administrators was
held on campus on Monday and
Tuesday of Reading Week.
Jones, along with five other students, participated in a forum
discussing the assets of a liberal
arts education.

Top Ten Things To Look
Forward To During The
NCAA Tournament

5. First five teams eliminated to inherit the
following mascots: the Short Ducks, the Drunk
Indians, Orange, theMichelin Men, and the
Treaties of Ghent.
4. Miami and Miami of Ohio win their regions,
setting up every commentator's worst
nightmare.
3. Ozzy Osbourne named the official musical
artist offree-throw shooting.
2. Debut of the beer cannon — the fastest
pneumatic person-to-person beer delivery
system in the world.
1. Induction of popular 25-point farm animal
targets from MTV's Rock and Jock softbalL

Jones is the first Trinity stu- infamous question, "what do
dent selected by USA Today for you want to do after graduathe All-LJSA .College Academic tion?," Jones replied that she
Team, arid this achievement is would like to get out into the
just another one in Jocelyn's in- working world, doing somecredible list of honors that she thing in publishing and editing.
Jocelyn would like to apply
has earned during her time her
for graduate school within the
at Trinity.
Graduation is just around the. next five years and in the future,
corner forjones and the Class of publish a collection of her po1999; so, when she was asked the ems.

Wloizgoi ne's Mysf icaL Tanot
I
GEMINI

FASCES

Now that you've had a break over
reading week, you're feeling happy and
rejuvinated! Let all that energy flow
into creative enterprise. If you have a
project coming up, use that Piscean
imagination to add an extra kick to the
presentation. Others are looking to you
for inspiration, so make sure that you
are a strong role model.
AKIts

VIRGO
MAY2I-JUN2O
AUG25-5flPT22
So you've been paying attention to
Somebody is still harboring some
your career and personal finances and strong, resentment against you and
now you're sitting pretty. Time to write might take action. Although you may be
home and tell the'rents that all that "net- genuinely hurt if attacked or betrayed,
working" you've been doing is finally now is not the time to act on those emopaying off.Just make sure that you're not tions. Take some time off and focus on
stepping on too many toes on your way other things. You can try to work it out
to the top - you like it when people like later, or simply ignore it and move on.
you, remember?
Either way, you will come out ahead.

CANCER

r-

-'||^

MAFUI-AFRI?
Looks like you've been sick or having a hard time recently. This may just
be a tough semester for you. Don't
worry - it's not the end of the world and
it looks like things are starting to perk
up. Your natural aggressiveness and
total effort towards everything you do
keep your head above water. Complete
failure is not in your future.

X1N2I-JUL22 ^(( ^
This week, you drew the Death card.
Don't get scared - this just means that you
should be prepared for some major life
changes. Something in your life is stagnating and it's getting you down. You
need to tie up lose ends and put things
that failed behind you. Stop looking into
the past and get excited about new
people and events coming your way.

TAURUS

LEO.

APR 20-MAY 20

®

If spirituality could be explained.in
terms of lunch, you would be the perfect peanut butter and jelly sapdwich.
You are so together right now that the
rest of us are envious. School, work,
relations!) ips.,.you've got it all under
control.. Your goal for this week should
be to try something spontaneous or let
a friend make plans. If you're always
driving, you won't get to enjoy the view.

JUL25-AUG22
- If you are so worried about how to pay
your bills, you might have to rein.in your
generosity a little. I know you like picking up the tabtbut that's no reason to destroy your credit history this early in life!
Try expressing yourself in ways that
don't cost anything. Epostcards, origami
flowers, library books, and cave pizza
will all reduce expenditures and help
you save for your next dinner out. •.

. LIBRA

SAGITTARIUS t

NOV. 22-DEC 21
Wow! According to the cards, you're
really depressed about something.
Don't waste time brooding; you will
only spiral farther down into misery.
There are good things in every life, even
yours. If you've taken on too much
work, now might be the time to relinquish some of it into less exhausted
hands and take a nap instead.

CAFRICORN

DCC22-JAN \9
Follow your intuition. Yo.u are incredFeeling passionate? Whether it's a
ibly in touch with feelings this week, project, a job, or a relationship, you're
both your own and those of people really on the ball this week. Where did
around you. Your dreams are important. you find all that.motivation and enthuThere is more hidden in them than you siasm? It's nice to see you fired up and
may think, so try to remember them and " psyched about something for a change.
i.use, what you learn. Doors are opening Don't slip back into rnoodiness before
for you, so be; ready,to stepthrough and .the weekend.- you have the potential
take advantage of opportunities.
to do some excellent work, so use it!

' SCORPIO
OCT2J-NOV2I
;- Like Libra, you have the gift of empathy this week. You also have a great deal
of inner strength, power which you
should keep in reserve and only expend
wisely. These gifts may give you more
influence over others. If so, be sure that
you exercise it positively. Don't allow
yourself to be controlling or possessive.
Remember that the law of karma brings
whatever you do back to you threefold. :

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-rEL& 18
Your card is the Emperor, a powerful symbol of intelligence, strength,
wisdom, and creativity. Hard work
may be ahead of you, but you'll breeze
right through if you can embody the
traits of this card. Focus on one thing
at a time and apply yourself 100% to
each project. Remember why you are a
leader and always have confidence in
yourself andyour abilities. •
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Dr. Armageddon:
Words To Live By

LECTURES
Women Legends in Flamenco

Many students aren't aware of the vast
resources of information available in the
Student Handbook. With this in mind, xoe
dedicate this week's column to The Good Book.
What happened to Around Trinity?
Numerous People, All Classes

Calypso Lecture

Trinity's alcohol policy made it all but
obsolete. See page 83 of the Student Handbook.
Why does everything dose down over reading week?
Studious Sarah, 2002

According to the Handbook, duringreading week "students are expected to be sensitive to ... their fellow students."(p. 40) It
says nothing, however, about campus organizations being sensitive. Therefore, Buildings and Grounds is allowed to finish
renovating your dorm, the entire campus
can shut down by 9:00 PM, and the college
bookstore observes shorter hours "during
breaks, such as the holidays, spring break,
and the summer." {p. 20) Guess you
shouldn't have stuck around ...
I'm considering joining a fraternity, but I am
concerned they will make me drink too much.
Should I join anyway?
Wimpy Warren, 2001

After some investigative reporting, Dr. A
found something of importance on page 114
of your Student Handbook. "No alcoholic
beverages may be served during Rush or
Pledge activities either on or off campus."
Looks like you're in the clear. Good luck.
I don't read.my QPs anymore and I skip the
voicemail from people I don't know. But I feel
hopelessly out of touch with the Trinity community as a result. How can I reconnect myself
without QPs and blanket voicemails?
jaded John, 2001

You're already reading it. "The Trinity Tripod .., provides the most effective and comprehensive communications system within
the College."(p. 189) But if you'd rather just
sit in your room, you can read the Trincoll
Journal, "the Internet's only weekly multi- media magazine/ incorporating video,
sound, and graphics in its articles."{p. 188)
I'm looking for this freshman's home address
so I can stalk her. But she's not listed because I
zuasn't discrete enough, I guess. Is there any
way you can find out [name withheld]'s address
forme?

..

...,-•

On Wednesday, March 10 at 12:30 PM, Valeriano
Ramos, Jr. will give a lecture as part of the Lunch Series, sponsored by the Women's Center. Ramos is the
director of community service and civic engagement.
Music selections will be included in this presentation.
Bring your lunch; dessert and beverages will be provided. The lecture is free and will be held in the
Women's Center.

,

. Sketchy Stewart, 1999

Look in the back of the Student Handbook! Not only is the handbook good for
helping you to adhere to college regulations,
but it also can assist you in breaking them.
Happy stacking.,,,. .-• ,-,v,: .••,,•: . ;<;
Dr. Armageddon controls the creative
content of this column. And you don't.
Dr. Armageddon answers the questions
of the Trinity community weekly. If you
have a question for Dr, Armageddon, drop
a line to tripod@mail.trincoll.edu, drop a
file to "General Resources/Docex/
Tripod", or send a letter to campus mailbox
#702582. Be sure to mark the document
"Attention: Dr. Armageddon", and let us
turn around your sorry lives!

On Wednesday, March 10 from 4:00 to 6:00 PM, Dr.
Hollis Liverpool will deliver a lecture entitled "The
Calypso Tent: A Cultural Institution of Trinidad and
Tobago." Liverpool is one of this year's Presidential Fellows, and holds a Ph.D. in history and ethnomusicology.
He is also a renowned performer in the calypso tradition, and is Director of Culture in Trinidad and Tobago.
The lecture, which will be held in the Faculty Club of
Hamlin Hall, is cosponsored by the Office of the President and the Music Department.

Lecture on Irish Peace Process
At 5:00 PM on Wednesday, March 10, there will be a
lecture in Wean Terrace Room B, in Mather. The lecture, entitled "Northern Ireland: Taking Stock of the
Peace Process," will be given by Martin O'Brien and Rose
Styron. O'Brien is an activist on the Committee for the
Administration of Justice in Belfast, and Styron is a
member of Trinity's Human Rights Program's expert
advisory board.

Cooper History Lecture
On Thursday, March 11 at 4:15 PM, Patricia Limerick,
a Professor of History at the University of Colorado,
Boulder, will give a lecture on "Exceptionalism's Last
Stand: Colonialism in Africa, the Middle East, and the
American West." The lecture will take place in McCook
Auditorium and will be sponsored by the Department
of History.

Truth, Justice, and Reconciliation
At 4:00 PM on Monday, March 15, Juan Mendez will
give a lecture entitled "Truth, Justice, and Reconciliation - an End to "Military Rule, in Latin, America?"
Mendez, the executive director of the InterAmerican
Institute on Human Rights, is also a member of Trinity's
Human Rights Program's expert advisory board. The
lecture will take place in the Reese Room of the Smith
House.
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PERFORMAN
Mark Doty Reading
On Tuesday, March 9 at 7:00 PM, Mark Doty will give
a reading of his poetry in the Boyer Auditorium of the
Life Sciences Center. Doty is a Poet-in-Residence from
the University of Houston. Admission is free.

"Little Shop of Horrors"
On March 11-14, the Department of Music presents
the annual spring musical, "Little Shop of Horrors," directed by Gerald Moshell. The show will be performed
Thursday-Saturday at 8:00 PM, and at 2:00 PM on Sunday. Tickets are $8 for general admission, $5 for discounts, and free with a valid Trinity ID. Performances
are in Goodwin Theater in Austin Arts Center.

"Voice of the Turtle"
On Saturday, March 13, at 8:00 PM, a quartet of singers and intrumentalists will perform Judeo-Spanish
(Sephardic) music. This performance is part of the Migrations, Diasporic Communities, and Transitional
Identities series. Admission to the performance, which
will be held in Hamlin Hall, is free.

Hayden and Mahler
At 8:00 PM on Tuesday, March 16 at Wednesday,
March 17, the Hartford Symphony Orchestra will perform music by Joseph Hayden and Gustav Mahler at
the Bushnell. The HSO will perform Mahler's Symphony No. 1 ("Titan") and Hayden's Symphony No. 100
("Military"). Michael Lankester, the conductor of the
HSO, will discuss the works in a free Concert Preview
an hour before the concert on both evenings. Tickets
are $15-$47, and half-price student rush tickets are
available an hour before the performance. For more
information, call the Bushnell Box office at (860) 9875900.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, March 10
12:00 PM

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

Thursday, March 11
6:30 PM

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Sunday, March 14
5:00 PM
7:00 PM

Roman Catholic Mass
Vespers Service

CINESTUDIO
BEST MAN

Wed, Mar 10

7:30 PM

Directed by Ira Wohl. United States, 1997.16 mm, 90 minutes. In English. Cosponsored by thejewish Association for
Communal Living, Inc. and Yachad Community Hebrew High School. Best Man is a warm and sensitive portrait of
psychotherapist/filmmaker Ira Wohl's mentally retarded aging cousin, Philly. Twenty years ago, Philly was the subject
of Wohl's Academy Award winningdocumentary, Best Boy. He revisits the screen in this unique and creative documentary and portrays the love and joy of his touching family story. Now, at age 70, Philly gets ready for his Bar Mitzvah. Best
Boy charted Philly's move out of his parents home into a group residence and followed him as he achieved greater independence. In Best Man, Wohl looks at Philly's life 20 years later and plants the idea of having a Bar Mitzvah. The firstperson documentary examines Philly's relationship with Wohl, with his peers at the residence and with his sister Francis,
to whom responsibility has passed upon the death of their parents. The film "reveals the importance of family and
tradition. Best Man is a celebration of loving kindness in the face of life's inevitable changes and challenges." - San
Francisco Jewish Film Festival.

THE LAST DAYS (PG-13)

Thu & Fri, Mar 11 & 12
7:30 PM
Sat, Mar 13
2:30 PM, 7:00 PM

• (1999) Directed and edited by James Moll. With: Alie Lok Cahana, Congressman Tom Lantos, Renee Firestone, Bill
• Basch and Irene Zisblatt. The first feature film to come out of the Shoah Visual History Foundation, created by Steven
Spielberg, is a devastating witness to the murder of Hungary's nearly half-million Jews. Weaving together the stories of
five survivors, it shows us a vibrant and long-established Jewish community that was targeted for destruction in the
• final months of 1944, even though Germany knew that the war was lost. Often horrifying as it reveals images of hu< man nature at its most evil, the film also celebrates the courage of survivors to record their stories for future generations, in the hopes that they will learn from the past. Academy Award Nominee for Best Documentary. 88 min.

HURLYBURLY(R)

Fri, Mar 12
Sat, Mar 13

9:30 PM
9:00 PM

(1998) Directed by Anthony Drazan. Screenplay by David Rabe, based on his play. Cast: Sean Penn, Kevin Spacey,
Robin Wright, Chazz Palmintieri, Anna Paquin, Gary Shandling. The deteriorating friendship of two Hollywood agents
may be a strange place to set a morality tale, but playwright David Rabe (Streamers, Gilgamesh) mines the hidden
truths of human interaction wherever he finds them, with unerring instinct and sophistication. The film happily brings
together two of America's finest actors working today. Kevin Spacey brings a cool cynicism to a character whose success
seems to depends on his lack of any principles. Sean Penn bri ngs agonizing pathos to his role as a romantic, coke-using
loser, who tries to make a stand when his friend takes advantage of a troubled writer (Chazz Palmintieri). 122 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Mears Prize

The Studio Arts Annual Exhibition opens on Monday, March 15 and runs until April 11. The Exhibition
is held in the Widener Gallery in the Austin Arts Center, and showcases works by students enrolled in Studio Arts classes. There will be an opening reception on
Monday from 4:30 until 6:30 PM.

Any student who wishes to vie for the Mears Prize,
which is awarded on Honors Day, should call Coach Paul
Assaiante at ext. 2121 for more information. In addition
to the prize itself, the winner will receive a $500.00
check. The topic this year for the three page essay is
"Gender Equity in Sport." The essay is due by March 19.

"Formed Migrations"

Student Book Collections

On Friday, March 12, "Formed Migrations," a two-person art exhibition opens in the Mather Art Space, on
the second floor of Mather. Works by Taylor Milne '99
and Jocelyn Schneider '99 will be featured in this exhibit, which is presented in conjunction with the Migration and Diaspora Series. An opening reception will
be held on Friday from 5:30-7:00 PM. The exhibit runs
until March 29.

Director's Gallery Exhibit
The Director's Gallery, located in the City of
Hartford's Department of Human Services, will feature
the artwork of four women in honor of Women's History Month. The exhibit will include paintings by Bev
Berger, mixed media by Gloria Brooks, mixed media and
drawings by Doreen Hicks, and beaded masks by Renee
S.Soares. The exhibit closes on April 30. The Director's
Gallery is located at 2 Holcomb Street, on the second
floor. Exhibits can be viewed Monday-Friday, 8:30 AM
- 4:30 PM. For additional information call (860) 5438874.

Photography of a Factory
"Closing: the Life and Death of an American Factory"
is a photographic documentation of the last months of
the White Furniture Co. of Mebane, North Carolina.
The photographs, taken by Bill Bamberger, are on display at the Yale Art Museum until June 14. The White
Furniture Co. was the "South's oldest maker of fine furniture," and its closing had significant impact on the
small town. The 112 year old factory was an integral
part of the town, and had been the residents' principal
employer. The photographs of the exhibit range from
all stages of the furniture production process to the
documentation of the workers' final days, and include
both black and white and color images. The Yale Art
Gallery is open Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 AM-5:00PM,
and Sunday 1:00-6:00 PM. For more information, call

The Trinity College Library Associates announced
the Jerome P. Webster Student Book Collectors Contest.
Undergraduate students at Trinity are invited to submit entries for this annual contest to Stephen Peterson,
College Librarian, on or before Friday, April 9. The entries will be judged by a committee of the Library Associates and College faculty. Winners will be announced
at the Honors Day Ceremony on May 7.
Three cash prizes will be awarded. It is expected ih.u
the contest winners will use their prizes to augment
their collections. In awarding these prizes, neither die
total number of books nor their monetary value is to be
the determining factor. First consideration will be given
instead to the student's interest. Approximately thirtyfive books should be considered as an average sized collection for the purpose of this contest.

Call for Entries
The Promenade Gallery at The Bushnell is seeking
Connecticut artists to exhibit work during the 19992000 season. If interested, send 10 slides in a plastic
sleeve, labeled with your name, the dimensions, medium
and title of the work, your resume, and a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the return of the slides to:
The Promenade Gallery
The Bushnell
166 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1621.
Call 987-6075 for further information.

Tuesday, March 9

Add/Drop for fourth quarter Physical Education and
Mathematics courses and College Course 168, Caribbean
Culture and Carnival, begins March 8 and ends March
16 at 3:00 PM. Fourth quarter begins on Thursday, March
11. Students must attend the first day of any fourth quavter class ia which they wish to enroll. Please submit.your
completed add/drop form' form i n person to the
Registrar's Office.

Wednesday, March 10
7:00 PM

Spanish Film Series
LSC Auditorium

9:00 PM

Open Mike Night
Underground Coffee
House

9:30 PM

Lise Waxer's
"Salsification"
The Bistro

10:00 PM

Movie Night
The Cave

Thursday, March 11
6:00 PM

Ballroom Dance Lessons
Washington Room

7:00 PM9:00 PM

Jazz Women
Hamlin Hall

9:00 PM

Dexter Grove
Underground Coffee
House

9:30 PM

Dr. Zeus
The Bistro
Alt Bev. ID required

Friday, March 12
9:00 PM

Trivial Pursuit
Underground Coffee
House

10:00 PM2:00 AM

Lockwood Party
Vernon Center
Alt. Bev. ID required

H

Movie Night
"
McCook Auditorium

•
Hj

Saturday, March 13
7 : 0 0 P M . ' . •••'•'"'

Classifieds
Get the Hell Out of Here
Mexico, the Caribbean, or Central America
$199 round trip
Europe $160 one way
other world destinations cheap
book tickets online www.airtech.com
or (212) 219-7000

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, March 11
Prices are $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
12:40 PM, 2:50 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:35 PM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM. 7:45 PM, .
9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
12:30 PM, 1:30 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:15 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:15 PM,
7:45 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:15 PM
.
-

200 Cigarettes (R)
8MM(R)
AnalyzeThis{R)
Blast From the Past (PG-13)
Cruel Intentions (R)

9:25 P M

'

. . . ' • • . ' .

12:45 PM, 1:15 PM, 2:55 PM, 3:25 PM, 5:05 PM, 5:35 PM;
7:25 PM, 7:55 PM, 9:40 PM, 10:10 PM
1:15 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:55 PM
,
12:50 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:00 PM
1:25 PM, 3:55 PM, 9:40 PM
7:05 PM, 9:50 PM
12:45 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:55 PM
12:30 PM, 3:45 PM, 7:30 PM
12:50 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:45 PM

Volunteer with Organizations in
Africa or Mexico
Placement in human rights, journalism, refugee relief,
microenterprise, youth, community development, and
more. Our 5th Working for Global Justice Conference on
careers and activism in international development is
March 26-29, at American University in Washington, DC
Register now! Visions in Action (202)625-7403
Visipns@igc.org, www.wisionsinaction.org

Ice Cream Truck Drivers
Sell Good Humor and Haagen Dazs Ice Cream from one
of our vending trucks. Male or female, retirees or anyone.
Come meet others like yourself chat net $950-$1125
weekly. Routes in your area. We will deliver to you. Bring
a friend. Apply now, not in April. Call Monday-Saturday,
9:00 AM-2:00PM (800)899-1009.
'

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, March 11
Prices are $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
7:00 PM
7:00 PM

Elm Theater - 942 South Quaker Lane in Elmwood

Host Prospective Students
The Office of Alumni Relations needs you to be a host
or hostess to an alumni or faculty son or daughter on Sunday and Monday, April 18&19. Please help us by hosting
participants in the annual College Admissions Exploration Program, which invites high school juniors to Trinity to learn about the college admissions process and
campus life. If you are interested in volunteering and
would like further information, contact Nicole Tateosian,
Assistant Director of Alumni Relations, at ext. 2406.

Times are valid through Thursday, February 18
Prices are $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
Patch Adams (PG-13)
You've Got Mail (PG)

Alumni Panel:
Health Professions
Alumni Lounge

7:00 PM

Fourth Quarter Add/Drop

Now

A Bug's Life (G)
The Thin Red Line (R)

Y

AEBEV.

Studio Arts Annual

Message in a Bottle (PG-13)
My Favorite Martian (PG)
October Sky (PG)
The Other Sister (PG-13)
Payback (R)
Saving Private Ryan (R)
She's All That (PG-13)

. _ . . — -v.. ---:"

7:10 PM, 9:30 PM
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM

Earn $$$ While Having Fun
Reunion'99, June 10-13
The Alumni Office needsbartenders, lifeguards, child
care, sports camp counselors, tour guides, and more. An
informational meeting will be held later in the spring.
For more specific information, call Nicole Tateosian at
•ext.2406;.-

:
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Inaugural Season Ends Basketball Advances
In Division III Tourney
BY HEIDI NOTMAN

Sports Writer

The inaugural varsity season for the
Women's Ice Hockey team has come to
an end. In the preseason poll, the Lady
Bantams were ranked 13th among the 16
ECAC Division III teams, and finished
the season right on target with a final
record of 4-18-0.
During the first weekend of Reading
Week, the Bantams faced off against
ECAC rivals Amherst and the Universify
of Southern Maine. On Saturday, Trinity
played against Amherst at Wesleyan.
This was a big game for the Lady Bantams who hoped to avenge a 5-2 loss to
the Lord Jeffs earlier in the season. Fortunately, Trinity was able todojust that.
The Bantamscameout strong in the first
period, scoring 2 quick goals in the first
10 minutes of the game. Erin Sousa '00
netted her 5th goal of the season off an
assist from linemates Eliza Nordeman
'02 and Cocaptain Heidi Notman '99.
Shortly thereafter, Mandy Lydon '00 lit
up the goal light with a tip in off a shot
from the point by Kim Willis'00.
In the second period, Trinity scored
again with a goal from Ellie Maletta '02,
and took a 3-0 lead going into the third
period. Amherst however, did not stop
fighting, and scored 2 goals in the beginning of the final period. Trinity was able
to play tough defense, despite a few penalties, and emerged victorious in the end,
with a final score of 3-2.
"This was our best game of the season.
We came out strong and scored right

away," commented Devon Binch '00. "It
felt great to get revenge and beat them,"
added Jessica Martin '02. "Even though
we were at Wesleyan, it felt like we were
at home. It was great to look up into the
stands and see all our friends and families rooting for us," said Amy Cox '01.
The following day, Trinity played its
final home game of the season, at
Kingswood-Oxford, against USM. Despite a valiant effort to make it a winning
weekend, the Bantams were not able to
score, losing 4-0.
Last weekend, Trinity played its final
two games of the season, at Colgate and
Rochester Tech. Knowing full well that
both of these opponents were much
more physical and aggressive than they
were, Trinity set team goals to play tough
defense and win races to the puck. After
leaving at 6:30am on Saturday morning
to get to Colgate for a lpm face off, the
Bantams were plagued by serious fatigue,
and had a slow first period as Colgate
scored 3 goals. The Red Raiders kept up
their intensity and outplayed the Bantams for the remainder of the game, winning 13-0.
In their last competition of 1999, the
Bantams faced off against Rochester
Tech on Sunday. Trinity came out very
strong, keeping RIT scoreless until 4
minutes left in the first period. Despite
only dressing 11 skaters, the team never
let down and fought hard. RIT scored
once on a power play goal in the first period. In the second period, Trinity tried
to keep up, but RIT was able to score a
few quick goals, and took a 5 goal lead
going into the third period. Trinity main-

continued from page twenty-four
game for seniors Bednar, Levin,
Mulfinger, Marcus Riley '99, and J.B.
Brokaw '99. When asked about his last
home game and how it felt, Bednar replied, "After the game I really started to
think about what a great time I have had
playing and practicing in Ferris. I will
always remember our last home game,
the intensity of the 1,800 fans the feeling of walking off our home floor victorious. It felt awesome."
This winter appears to be Trinity's
time to shine, as the basketball team
seems to be picking up some of the energy that the Men's Squash program has
instilled in Bantam athletics.. This has
been a consistantly strong team over the
past few years, yet their post-season attempts had been thwarted by the likes

of Williams in previous tournaments.
Now, the Bantams look poised to make a
serious run at another national title, this
time in Men's Basketball. The road will
undoubtedly be rough, but these Bantams are tested and expereienced. In
short, they are ready for whatever the future has in store for them.
Trinity is now scheduled to play
Hamilton on Friday night at a yet to be
determined site. Due to the relatively
small size of the Connecticut College
gym, the quarterfinal games are expected
to be played in front of a larger audience
at the Coast Guard Academy, also in New
London. The Bantams hope to see continued fan support as they progress in the
Division III Championship tournament
and hopefully add to Coach Ogrodnick's
300 victories.

tained the intensity, but once again was been instrumental to the women's
unable to score, and ended the season hockey program over the past few years.
with a 7-0 loss.
Jessica Flaherty '01, in only her second
In their first ever competitive season, year of playing hockey, amazingly apthe Women's Ice Hockey team made peared in 16 games this season, Notman
great strides.
tallied 2 goals and 4 assists this season.

"In their first ever competitive season, the Women's Ice
Hockey team made great strides. Despite having a very
young team, everyone showed a great deal of commitment"
Despite having a very young team,
everyone showed a great deal commitment and dedication. It was a solid start
for the team to build on in the coming
years. The three seniors on the team have

Most remarkably, Shanna Henderson
'99 played every minute of every game as
goalie, stopping a whopping 986 shots for
the whole season. It was a bittersweet
ending to a long and hard four months.

Bantams Are Running Into The Spring Season
Indoor Track wraps up season at MOAC's at Boston
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

On Saturday, Trinity Indoor Track sent
a number of competitors to the ECAC
meet at Boston University. This meet
which included students from New England, Pennsylvania, New York, and New
Jersey. They were competing for all one
last chance at a desired time, place, or
distance in order to qualify for Nationals. Wheaton won the team title for the
women, while the College of New Jersey
claimed the men'stitle. Trinitysentonly
a small contingent of competitors; most
of whom performed well.
Amanda Rival '01 had a full day, competing in the high jump, 55 meter high
hurdles, and the 200 meter dash. Rival
ran a personal-best timeof-26.93 seconds
in the 200, placing seventh overall. Rival also placed seventh in the high jump,
clearing 1.55 meters (51"). In her specialty event, the high hurdles, Rival finished in third place. In the preliminary
heats, Rival had the third fastest time,
8.76 seconds, allowing her to advance to
the semi-final round of competition,
Here, Rival easily qualified for the finals
with a run of 8.80 seconds. In the finals,'
Rival ran her fastest time of the day,
crossing the line at 8.71 seconds and taking third place. Rival has now provisionally qualified for the NCAA National
meet in this event with a time of 8.67 seconds, which was run earlier in the season.
Tri-captain Beth Doran '99 competed
for the Bantams in the weight throw.
Doran threw 13.91 meters C457.75") in her
preliminary flight to advance to the finals. Although Doran did not increase
her distance in her final three throws.she
did capture sixth place. This meet
rounded out Doran's great indoor season.
She increased her distance considerably
from last year, and provisionally qualified for the NCAA National meet. As she
continues to meticulously work on her
form and strength, she should continue
to improve and see advancements dur-

ing the spring.
In the 800 meter race two Tri ni ty competitors, tri-captain Nicole Hanley '00
and Marisa Eddy '01, were slated to run.
However, Eddy was unfortunately disqualified, due to a false start violation
before the gun. Hanley went on to run
and placed ninth overall, finishing in
2:19.05. Hanley will continue her season
as she travels to Ohio for the Division III.
NCAA National meet. There she will
compete in the 1500 meter race, where
she is currently ranked 8th with a provisional qualifying time of 4:42.20.
Trinity had a number of runners in the
5000 meter race. Kara Barbalunga '00
ran in the first section of the race.
Barbalunga ran a great race, maintaining a steady, solid pace over the course
of the 3.1 mile distance: Barbalunga finished in her best time, 18:45.62 minutes.
This placed her 19th overall in a large
field. In the next section, Yolanda
Flamino '99 and Thania Benios '99 took
to the line. Benios ran a disappointing
18:21.30, but may still travel to the national meet based on an earlier perfor-

University

mance of 17:44.85, a provisional qualifier for the NCAA meet. Flamino placed
second in 17:31.51, giving her an automatic qualifying time for the NCAA
meet, where she is currently ranked 6th.
The only male competitor for the day
was tri-captain Matthew McShane '99.
He competed and placed sixth in the
500 meter dash. McShane ran a great
• race, but a slight misjudgment of the finish line hurt his overall time. However,
he still rallied for a clocking of 1:09.14
minutes. McShane will now turn his attention to the 800 meter dash for the
outdoor spring season.
The women's team had a great season,
finishing in fourth place at the New England meet with a number of qualifiers
for the NCAA meet, and a series of top
performances by many members on the
team. They look to continue along this
path and compete strongly at the
NESCAC championship during the outdoor season.
The men had a number of individuals with great seasons.
However, their team was hampered by
illness and injury. They look to be

One Stop Shop - All repairs and maintenance on all
vehicles... cars, trucks, 4x4's, imports, & diesels.
Your Satisfaction Guaranteedl

Hillside Automotive Center
54 Hillside Avenue Hartford, Ct 06106

Call (860)951-1083
Open Monday thru Friday 7:30 Am to 5:30 PM
We provide rides to &from work, school, or home within 10
mile radius.
Directions:
Take College Terrace to Zion Street,
at light go straight on Catherine Street,
take first right onto Hillside Avenue,
Hillside Automotive is located 6 blocks down on the right.

healthy and have been training with a
new focus for the spring season, which
should begin to show in a few weeks. The
outdoor season begins with a meetin
Florida, taking the team's spring break
training trip.
This promises to be a strong spring
campaign for the Bantams, as they build
off their strong performance in the indoor season. Both coaches and players
feel that the transition from an indoor to.
an outdoor track will prove to be easy.

Live with British
students in the very
center of Oxford
as an Associate
Student of a medieval
Oxford college.
Summer and graduate study
available. Since 1985,
students from 240 leading
U.S. Colleges have studied in
Oxford through W.I.S.C
Washington International
Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
(Suite 370)
Washington, D.C. 20002

Phone Number: (202) 547-3275
Free Telephone: (800) 323-WISC
Facsimile: (202) 547-1470
E-mail: wisc@crols.com
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Let The Wild Rumpus Begin, It's Tourney Time
The NCAA Basketball Tournament is finally upon us, and it's madness
place in the minds and hearts of sports
fans. Memories will be made once again
Sports Editor
this year, yet the question remains: by
whom?
It's here. The time which all sports
Duke emerges as the clear favorite to
fans wait For, Not just college basketball win the title, yet no one is safe in the
fans, not just basketball fans, but all fans whirlwind of the madness. Connecticut,
of the intense struggle that is athletics. Auburn, and Michigan State occupy the
It is time for March Madness, officially other number 1 seeds, but do they have
known as college basketball's National what it takes to advance to the Final
Championship Tournament, and it is Four? Or can upstarts such as Siena, Mione of, if not the most, exciting and dra- ami (Ohio), or Gonzaga provide the
drama and intensity which comes with
matic events in all of sport.
Sixty-four teams will begin with their each contest? Where will the upsets
hopes and dreams on the line, but only come from? Be assured, they will unone will emerge with those dreams still doubtedly come, perhaps more often
intact. From buzzer-beatingjumpshots than many think, and that is what
to unthinkable upsets, the NCAA Tour- makes this tournament so special. On
nament provides us with the most fun any given day, any no-name team like
BY STARK TOWNEND

From buzzer-beating jump shots to unthinkable upsets,
the NCAA Tournament provides us with the most fun
to watch competition that exists in sports today...
Creighton can go out and defeat a powerhouse giant. It has happened before.
No one is safe from the madness.
Perhaps you've never witnessed this
tournament before, and if that is the case,
be sure to tune in beginning this week
for some real sports action. The emotion
and the determination which goes into
these games on the part of the players
and coaches is astronomical, and as
much as a big win can inflate the ego, a
crushing loss can send an individual
into the pits of emotional despair. EveryWWW.E5PN.COM
thing is on the line in this tournament, Star point guard Mateen Cleaves is the
and the pain on the faces of the losers is sparkplug that makes Michigan State run.
a testament to that fact.
So get out your nachos and your most
comfortable chair, because it's time for
March Madness, and another chapter in
Lady Bantams.fight hard, but their season ends
the fantastic history of this tournament
is about to unfold.
stepping up their performances all seaCOLIN RUANE
son, did just that against Springfield:
Sports Editor
Forward Jillian Liesse '02 ended the
game with 17 points, a great way to finish off her debut season here at Trinity.
Trinity
in
It's obvious to coaches, players and fans
that Liesse has already defined herself
as an important ingredient in the future
of Trinity women's basketball.
Springfield 69
Another player who has contributed
a lot of her talents to this Trinity squad
On March 3, the Women's Basketball is Alison Hadden '02, who came off the
team traveled to Springfield College to bench to score 10 points. The seniors on
face the Springfield Pride in the this team have also proved that experiquarterfinals of the ECAC Division 111 ence is something that every sports
New England Championship Tourna- team needs. They finish their last seament. The Lady Bantams were seeded son as Lady Bantams but their efforts
eighth and facing the top-seeded team in throughout the four years spent here at
the league, so they knew this game was Trinity are surely much appreciated by
going to be a challenge.
the coaches who have watched them
The first half seemed to indicate that improve as each year went by.
Trinity was readyforthe challenge of facIn Liesse and Hadden, the Lady Baning a tough Springfield team. The Lady tams were able to get the best of both
Bantams went ahead at the end of the first worlds, having young players and also
Living in an N Y U residence half offers a
half 34-30, besides the fact that defen- being able to have the reliability and
safe and convenient home base while you
sively, Trinity didn't hold up too well, al- experience of it's teams' veterans. Next
are working, taking classes, or doing
lowing the Pride to shoot an impressive season, Coach Pine and her squad will
an internship.
54.2% from the floor.
rely on their younger players to take the
Going into the second half, the Lady space of the teams' seniors who served
Bantams had to be optimistic about their as role models on and off the court.
• Minutes from New York's business
chances of winning this crucial game.
Congratulations to Coach Pine and
and cultural centers.
However, Springfield came out strong and her 1998-99 squad for acheiving an imwas determined to win, outscoring Trin- pressive 15-9 record and putting up a
• Apartment-style and traditional
ity 39-17. The Springfield Pride ended the good fight against a solid Springfield
residences; single and double occupancy.
Lady Bantams season with a final score College team. Women's basketball has
of 69-51. Due to impressive play by to look forward to next year's season
• Outstanding sports-recreation facility.
Colby's center Brianrie Barker and for- with many of this year's players returnward April Spurlock, who ended the ing. This will definitely be an asset for
game with 16 points a piece, the Pride will the team Everyone will be watching to
• Over 1,000 day and evening courses.
proceed onward in the tournament and see if next year's freshman will play as
face #4 seeded MIT in the semifinals.
big a part in the performance of the
Apply early to secure a space.
For Trinity, two players who had been team as this year's freshman did.

to watch competition that exists in
sports today, and it all gets underway this
Thursday. The madness will last for
weeks, yet the memories will last forever.
Case and point, no sports fan will ever
forget such exhilarating moments as
Christian Laetner's shot heard 'round the
world' against Kentucky in the Regional
Finals several years ago, nor "will they
forget Connecticut's Tate George's last
second heroics against Clemson even
further back in time. Villanova pulled
off the upset of all upsets when they defeated a heavily favored Georgetown in
the finals in 1985, and North Carolina
State stunned an athletic Houston squad
with a last-second miracle dunk in 1983.
Even last year, the Cinderella Valparaiso
shocked the world with a prayer of a shot
from star Bryce Drew, which gave the
startsjan^iugset win, and an eternal

Womens Basketball Falls

1

Liveiin

New York Gty
This Summer
NYU Summer Housing
May 16-August 7,1999

For more information, call toll free

1-800-771-4NYU,ext.H46
Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m., EST.

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity Institution.

Final Statistics
Trinity (15-9)
34 17
Springfield (20-5)
30 39
Liese-17 points
Dullea- 9 points

Hadden-10 points
Corby- 4 points

Toman-4 points
Earls-2 points

51
----- 69
Lnz-2 points
Shutte-2 points
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Swimming Finishes Season With A Flourish
Both men and women succeed at ECAC's
BY ALLISON LANZETTA

Sports Writer

February 28th marked the
final day of another year of
swimming and diving at Trinity. This season will be remembered for the remarkable
improvements which all the
swimmers the growth of the
team. The season was filled
with many highlights but the
best were saved for last; the New
England meets provided a
showcase for Trinity swimmers
to show their competition how
much talent resides in Hartford.
The season brought great
success for the Trinity women.
Led by five seniors, Sue
Kemalian '99, Allison Lanzetta
'99, Katie Modzelewski '99,
Becky Porch '99, and Hilary
Sutton '99, the team was large in
numbers (eleven new swimmers joined the Trinity team) as
well as heart. The dedication
which is indicative of the swimmers shined through as many
of those who were unable to
qualify for the New England
meet made the trip up to Maine
to watch their teammates shatter 3 varsity records and one
freshman record. The support
propelled the women to 15th
place overall, out of over 30
schools. Porch and Modzelewski
celebrated their final collegiate
meets by clocking personal best
times in their respective events.
.:. Emily. PolUo.'OOswarn. to fth
place in the 500 freestyle, 12th
in the 200 free, and 19th in the
100 freestyle. Carrie Rorer'00
returned in January from
abroad and impressed everyone

with her speed. She finished in
the top 16 of both the 50 and 10Q.
breastroke events, while swimming a personal best time in the
200 breastroke leading to a 7th
place finish.
The most exciting swims of
the three day event were seen in
the relays. Rorer, Cory Bernard
'01, Porch and Polito swam to
10th place in the 400 free relay.
Porch, Modzelewski, while
Lydia Barrett '02, and Polito
swam the 200 medley relay and
finished in the top 24. Barrett
was also an integral part of the
400 medley relay which swam
to a 21st place finish. Katie
Lafleur '02 and Barrett put in
numerous great swims in the
butterfly events, as did Bernard.
In divingjessica Harmon '02
saved her best performance for
last. Diving her way to 18th
place on the 1 meter board. Her
dive also placed her into the
Trinity record books with a
freshman record. Her performance was complimented by
the strength of Katie Bryant'01,
who dove her way to 22nd place
on the 1 meter board and 23rd
on the 3 meter, breaking the
varisty record on. the 3 meter.
The men's season was also
marked by great success. Losing
only two seniors from last year's
team, the men set their goals
much higher this year and exceeded what anyone thought
was possible. The first half of
the season was highlighted by
going undefeated through 3
meets; showcasing the talent
which rested in a small team.
Five new swimmers brought
with them significant talent,
and those returning made for

the great success which they
were destined for.
The men prepared themselves for the challenge which
waited
for
them
in
Williamstown. Captain Ryan
Vasquez '99 anchored the 200
medley which swam to 10th
place and a new Trinity record.
Overall the men finished 14th,
but in doing so they broke 8 varsity records and 3 freshman
records.
The weekend was highlighted by Ryan Young's performance in the 1650 freestyle.
Young finished in 4th place, his
time fast enough to rank him
24th in the country in Division
III swimming. Young also
placed 4th in the 500 free and
20th in the 100 breastroke,
breaking three varsity records in

the process.
Mike Gorman '00, plagued
with the flu, persevered and
swam both the 50 and 200
backstroke events to a lucky
13th place. Andrew Lovig '00
ended his junior year by breaking a varsity record in the 50
butterfly, placing 16 in that
event, and in the top 25 on both
the 100 butterfly and the 100
backstroke. Diver Brad Albos
'00 dove to a very respectable
16th place on both the 1 meter
and 3 meter events.
Alex Blanchard '02 completed his first year as a Trinity
swimmer by sending his name
to the record books with 3 freshman records and a 20th place in
the 100 butterfly. Christian
Sterling '01 ended his stellar season with a 22nd place in the 200

butterfly and numerous meritorious performances since
November. Eric Biegeleisen's
'02 promising performances in
the backstroke events left everyone enthusiastic for his return.
Overall, both the Men's and
Women's teams surpassed the
goals which they had set prior
to the commencement of the
season, which is a great
achievement within iteslf.
Each year the talent which is
associated with Trinity swimming flourishes and the seniors leave knowing that their
team rests in the hands of their
capable coaches, teammates,
and friends. The same will
happen this year with the returning talents of current team
members.

Men's and Women's Swimming both celebrate impressive
1998-99 seasons

KATIE BRYANT

CYPRESS ARMS
RESTAURANT AND SPORTS BAR
136 Park Road, West Hartford, CT 236-5700

10 TV's, 3 Satelite Systems

• Great Menu - Priced Right

Full NCAA Coverage

• Monday and Wednesday
$1.00 Mini Bugers (No Take Out)

Daily Happy Hour Drink Specials
and free food from 3 P.M. to 7 P.M.
Customer Appreciation Night Last Thursday of every month
Free buffet starting at 6 P.M.

• Tuesday and Thursday
$0.25 Wing Night (No Take Out)
•

Bud and Coors Light
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This Week in Sports

Tripod March Madness Pool
Want to get involved in our 1999 NCAA Tripod Tourney Pool? Want to win fantastic
prizes, such as dinners at some of
Hartford's finest restaurants? Then step
right up and enter. Go to WWW.ESPN.COM
and print out a tournament bracket from
their Men's College Basketball section.
Then fill out your picks and submit them to
the Tripod's mail box NO LATER THAN
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10! We will post the
standings each week in our regular sports
section. Put your name and extension on
the back of your bracket, and we'll be
sure to notify the entire Trinity community
of your basketball knowledge.
"

"

"
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•

•

.
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Submit entries to Box # 702582 at the Post
Office. Remember March 10 Deadlines

Trinity Sports Etc
Winter Sports Schedule

Spring Sports Schedule

Men's and Women's Swimming

Baseball

3/11-13 @NGAA Div. Ill National Champ.
Miami, Ohio

3/19 vs. Marian @ Fort Myers, FL.
3/19 vs. Roger Williams @ Fort Myers, FL
3/20 vs. St. Lawrence @ Fort Myers, FL
Softball

Men's and Women's Indoor Track
3/23 @ Smith
3/12-13 @ NCAA Div. HI National Champ.
Ohio Northern
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Trinity Men's Squash Is National Champion
Bantams Outlast Long-Time Rival Harvard to Claim Schools First Title
'00 won his match at the number 4 position and Rohanjuneja
Sports Editor
'02 overpowered Harvard's Dave
Beitchman at the number 8
spot.
Harvard howver, did not appear to be willing to let its fiveyear hold on the national title
slip away easily. Senior captain
Tim Wyant defeated Trinity's
Akhil Behl '02 in the number 2
match, and it appeared as if the
Crimson might be sneaking
back into the thick of things.
What a difference a season That's when Trinity senior Comakes. Actually, in Trinity captain Charlie Saunders '99 deMen's Squash's case, make that livered what Assainte would
two seasons, for that is how far later call "the key to victory."
back theirdisappointing losses
Playing in his final collegiate
to Harvard have gone in the match, along with co-captains
NISRA finals. Having lost by an Ian Conway '99 and Joe
overall score of 5-4 in both of Pentland '99, Saunders emerged
the previous campaigns, Head victorious after snapping a 13Coach Paul Assainte and his 13 draw at 2 games to 1. Re-esBantams decided that they had tablishing Trinity's momentum,
had enough, and they marked Saunders' win at the number 6
this season as their breakout ef- position gave notice that this The 1998-99 National Champion Bantams
fort. With a stalwart core of vet- Trinity squad was most cer- when the pressure was on. The Bantams, as the nation's top
eran leadership and a bevy of tainly for real, and their lead Bantams left little to wonder player returns in Cowie, and
fresh young talent,-this team was one that they would never about after their performance at Quick and a host of current
seemed almost destined to relinquish.
freshmen will lead the way into
Cambridge.
reach their goal of finally overFor Trinity and Assainte, this the next several campaigns. For
From that point on it was
cpmvngHarvard's jeignatop the simply domination on the part marks the end of an era for ... nowvhowever, this teani is connation's squash competition. of Trinity, as Marcus Cowie '00 men's squash. All three seniors tent to bask in the glory of this
will depart, leaving behind an national title victory, which
unmistakable legacy of great- they have waited an extremely
ness which will always be re- long time to achieve.
membered. However, the future
As for the NISRA Individual
is still intensely bright for these Championships at the UniverBY STARK TOWNEND

WWW.TRINCOtt.EDU

sity of Pennsylvania, Trinity
sent nine members of their
squad to the tournament.
Unfortunately, the individual.
tournament was a different
story for,the,.Ba.n,tam5' ,.Seed,e,d_
#4, Akhil Behl was defeated in
the semifinals by the #9 seed
from Harvard. Trinity's #1
player, and former #1 nationally,^*-"
ranked Marcus Cowie w£S**pset in the quarterfinaif

Men's Basketball Is On A
Serious Roll Through NCAA's
Second Round victory over Bowdoin advances
Bantams into sweet sixteen
BY NICK FAINEUI

Sports Writer

Trinity Head Coach Paul Assainte led
his team to a National Championship

K,

And that is exactly what they
did, pulling off the defeat of the
Crimson in the NISRA Men's
Team Championship last weekend in convincing fashion.
Before facing Harvard, Trinity
annihilated Williams by a 9-0
score set the stage for a matchup with rival Princeton in the
semi-finals. Not to worry.
Highly ranked Princeton fell to
the Bantams 9-0, and all that
stood in Trinity's way was an
appropriate date with Harvard
in the final, the third consecutive time these two had met
there.
Not only did they pull off the
win, which cannot be defined
as an. upset due to Trinity's
dominance of the regular season, but they absolutely demolished a very strong Harvard
squad, 8-1, Playing in front of a
very partial Cambridge, Massachusetts crowd, Trinity set the
tonefor the match right away, as
Ail-American Preston Quick

V, A A'-

won his match at number one.
Also winning were number
three Lefika Ragonste '02,
Rohan Bhappu '02, Pentland,
and Loua Coetzee '01 all winning their matches.
This is a milestone, not only
for Trinity athletics, but also for
collegiate squash. Trinity is the
first non-Ivy League team to
win the national title since
1980, and they are the first national champions in the school's
h istory. Their 17-0 record is also
the best the program has ever
seen, and it is therefore fair to
say, that this is the best squad
Trinity's long-standing tradition of squash has ever possessed.
Trinity had defeated the
Crimson 8-1, silencing critics
whosaid that the Bantams only
performed well in the regular
season. While the Bantams 140 mark during that regular season was tops in the country,
some still doubted their ability

this past Saturday night in
the Ray Oosting Gym the Trinity College Men's basketball
team defeated NESCAC rival
Bowdoin College, 71-57, in the
second round of the NCAA Division III Championship tournament. The Bantams used a
19-2 second half run to earn
Trinity Head Coach Stan
Ogrodnick his 300th victory
and a place in next weekend's
quarterfinals.
John Mulfinger '99 and Jason
Levin '99 led the way offensively for Trinity, scoring 17
points each. Together with
Kevin Bednar '99,16 points, the
trio shot a combined 18 of 31
from the floor. Altogether the
Bantams shot 46 percent (23 of
50). The high shooting percentage was complimented by tenacious defense that held the Polar
Bears to 35 percent shooting
from the field (18 of 51).
Bowdoin's leading scorer David
Lovely was held to only six
shots from the field and a total
of 14 points, five below his 19.3
per game average.
The Polar Bears' 17 turnovers

are indicative of the pressing
high energy, man-to-man defense that Trinity employed.
When asked about the team's
performance on Saturday night,
Co-captaih Mulfinger responded, "Our defense was
amazing. We totally shut them
down when we needed to. If we
can hold a team to only 35 percent shooting then we have put
ourselves in a position to win

new attitude. A conscious effort
was made to get shots down low
in the Bowdoin zone. Forwards
Levin and Bednar provided the
spark around the basket while
Mulfinger and guard Mike
Keohane '01,10 points (100%
shooting), lit it up from outside.
When asked to compare
Trinity's offensive performance
in the two games against
Bowdoin this year, Co-captain

"/ will always remember our last home
game, the intensity of the 1,800 fans the
feeling of walking off our home floor
victorious." -Kevin Bednar '99
the game. That's exactly what
happened Saturday night."
Going into the contest the
Bantams were aware that defensively Bowdoin would come out
in a zone. It stagnated the Trinity offense in the previous meeting between the two teams on
February 12 in Brunswick,
Maine. Trinity lost that game
64-61 because of poor shooting
and the inability to get high percentage shots. This past Saturday was a completely different
story. The Bantams came out
prepared with new plays and a

Bednar responded, "On Saturday
night we hit our shots! We got
the ball down.low to Jason
(Levin) and he came through.
When we lost to Bowdoin earlier this year we came out slow
and shot poorly. We weren't going to let that happen again."
Saturday's combination of intense defense and timely shooting have put the Bantams in the
quarterfinals of the Championship tournament. The win over
Bowdoin was the final home
see BASKETBALL on page
twenty

